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Abstract:

In this thesis we present work done in an analysis of models of brane induced gravity.
These are higher dimensional generalizations of Einstein’s General relativity where our
universe is considered as a brane in a higher dimensional bulk and where the gravitational
dynamics on the brane is enhanced. This provides a modification of gravity on the brane
as compared to ordinary general relativity, primarily at very large distances. These
models are therefore very interesting for adressing the cosmological constant problem.
Even though the basic setup is natural to consider from the perspective of effective
field theory and also follow from certain string theoretical considerations, the models
have been plagued by inconsistencies in the form of unstable modes. In particular, a
ghostlike and tachyonic scalar mode appears already at the linear level in a perturbative
treatment. In order to gain a deeper insight into the nature of these consistency problems
we have revisited the models, performing a more extensive analysis of the generic models
than has previously been done. We have worked entirely in a gauge invariant formalism
in order not to be obscured by gauge issues. We have also incorporated an effective
thickness of the brane in our analysis and performed an explicit analysis of the effect of
contributions from the extrinsic geometry. Although our analysis has been carried out
at the linear level in a perturbative treatment we are able to get a deeper understanding
of the unstable mode and illuminate some of the difficulties of these models that would
likely persist even in a full nonlinear analysis.
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Frequently occuring notation

D Number of spacetime dimensions

n Number of codimensions, transverse to the brane

x
µ
� Coordinates parallel to the brane

x
i
⊥ Coordinates transverse to the brane

kµ Four momentum on the brane, conjugate to x
µ

�

qi Four momentum transverse to the brane, conjugate to x
i

⊥

�Φ Fourier transform of a field Φ

ηMN Minkowski metric with convention (−,+,+, . . . )

gµν Induced metric tensor on the brane

GMN Metric tensor

hµν Fluctuations for the induced metric tensor

HMN Fluctuations for the metric tensor

L Lagrangian density

Λ Cosmological constant or brane tension

Tµν Stress-energy tensor

S Action functional

P Profile distribution function for a thick brane

�Φ� Restriction of a bulk field Φ to a thick brane

w Characteristic brane width associated with P

�G� Brane to brane propagator for a thick brane
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Collection of acronyms

BIG Brane induced gravity

DGP Dvali-Gabadadze-Poratti, referring to the original codimension 1 model of brane
induced gravity

D.O.F Degrees of freedom

E.o.M Equations of motion

GR General relativity, referred to in the text also as Einstein gravity

IR Infrared, referring to a low energy or large distance regime

QED Quantum electrodynamics

QFT Quantum field theory

SM Standar model of particle physics

UV Ultraviolet, referring to a high energy or short distance regime
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1 Introduction

In the paper 8 we perform an extensive linearized analysis of brane induced gravity,
a class of models in which our 4-dimensional universe is regarded as being a 3-brane
embedded in a higher dimensional bulk. The main distinguishing characteristic of these
models as compared to generic higher dimensional setups is the appearance of enhanced
graviton dynamics on the brane through an induced kinetic term for the brane with a
dominant coupling as compared to the overall bulk kinetic term. This allows a modifi-
cation of 4-dimensional Einstein gravity primarily in the low energy (or large distance)
regime. As such these models are regarded as interesting for addressing and possibly
resolving the cosmological constant problem. This is one of the deepest unresolved prob-
lems of theoretical physics today which springs out of the problematic theoretical issue
of combining classical general relativity with quantum field theory and has been one
of the major puzzles ever since the observational discovery of an accelerated expansion
of the universe some 20 years ago. The progress of this possible resolution has been
hampered by some unresolved consistency problems of these models. In particular, they
generically contain tachyonic and ghostlike excitations. Since the general framework of
these models will arise in both effective field theory and in some stringhtheory motivated
realizations these problems have been puzzeling. We have therefore revisited these mod-
els, performing a thorough analysis in the hope of shedding new light on the origin and
possible resolutions to these consistency problems.
In this thesis we discuss the analysis of 8, focussing on providing a background and

explaining some of the concepts and techniques of that analysis. The organization of the
thesis is as follows. We start by reviewing and discussing the main motivation behind the
brane induced gravity models, the cosmological constant problem. We then give a short
review of massive linearized gravity and the Stückelberg technique of studying massive
gauge theories. A main contribution of the paper 8 is the strenghtened and clarified
understanding of the connection to theories of massive gravity. This understanding also
allows for a deeper understanding of the ghostlike excitation appearing in these models
at the linear level and provides criterions for any possible resolution to this problem in
a fullfledged nonlinear analysis. Next we go through the details of the brane induced
gravity models and the specific setup used in our analysis. This is mainly a repetition of
the analysis performed in 8 where we deepen some of the discussions and provide more
details on some of the analogies and concepts used in the paper. Finally we give a short
outlook on the prospect of moving on from this work towards a resolution of the inherent
consistency problems and then conclude with a summary of our work and the results.
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2 Cosmological constant problem

In this section we review what is colloquially known as the old cosmological constant

problem; why is the cosmological constant at the present era found to be so small as
compared to theoretical estimates based on quantum field theory? This question is the
main motivation behind the work presented in this thesis. Two other questions also
commonly grouped into the general context of the cosmological constant problem are;
(1) Why is it not exactly zero? and (2) Why is it presently of the same order as the
overall matter density in the Universe?
The first of these questions suggests that there is no exact symmetry one could hope

to invoke in order to get rid of the cosmological constant, like e.g. supersymmetry. Al-
though a slightly broken symmetry might seem a natural way to reconcile this question
with the observed smallness of the cosmological constant. The second question concerns
the mostly philosophically disturbing fact that the observed value of the cosmological
constant seems to imply that we are presently living in a very special era in the history of
the Universe since the vacuum energy density is usually assumed to be roughly constant
throughout the evolution of the Universe, whereas the matter energy density obviously
decreases in an expanding Universe. So if they are roughly equal now their ratio must
have been extremely finetuned early on. One should note however that the apparent
distinction of the present era is mostly disturbing when the history of the Universe is
considered as a redshift evolution, z : ∞ → 0. When the history is considered instead
as a cosmic time evolution, t : 0 → t0, the apparent equality between the matter den-
sity and the cosmological constant has been of the same order throughout most of the
temporal history of the Universe. These two questions, however interesting, will not be
addressed further in the following work.

Standard General Relativity (GR)1 is encoded in the Einstein-Hilbert action

S = −A

�
dDX

√
G
�
R− (D − 2)Λ0

�
+

�
dDXL̂m (2.0.1)

where L̂m is the matter Lagrangian (tensor) density, R is the Ricci curvature scalar2

and Λ0 is a bare cosmological constant corresponding to a possible intrinsic spacetime
(Ricci) curvature even in the absence of matter. From this action we derive, by functional

1We adopt a slightly broad view on what is meant by standard GR in this work. We take it to describe
a spacetime of an arbitrary number of dimensions and include a cosmological constant.

2Our curvature conventions are those of (40) and can be found in detail in appendix B
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extremization, the equations of motion (E.o.M)3

RMN − 1

2
GMNR+

D − 2

2
GMN Λ0 = − 1

2A
TMN (2.0.2)

The energy momentum tensor is defined in the standard fashion through

TMN = − 2√
−G

δL̂m

δGMN
(2.0.3)

If the background (vacuum) spacetime is some highly symmetric configuration, then (at
least to leading order in �) the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor
must be of the form �0|TMN |0� = −(D − 2)ΛvacGMN . If the vacuum is isotropic and
we adhere to Lorentz invariance this relation is exact since the only possible isotropic
tensor of rank 2 is the metric GMN . Thus it is fair to say that any vacuum contribution
due to the matter content will inevitably contribute to the cosmological constant. This
also agrees with the fundamental philosophy of GR that all forms of energy gravitates
and should appear as a source term in the Einstein equations. Splitting the energy
momentum into its vacuum part and a part due to matter and radiation we can rewrite
the E.o.M as

RMN − 1

2
GMNR = −D − 2

2
ΛeffGMN − 1

2A
T̄MN (2.0.4)

where we defined Λeff = Λ0+1/AΛvac. T̄MN is the covariantly conserved energy momen-
tum from matter and radiation, excluding the vacuum contributions. In the standard
4-dimensional setup, D = 4 and A = 1/16πGN = M

2
Pl/2 in terms of Newton’s con-

stant or the Planck mass respectively. In the presence of matter, Λeff is the effective
cosmological constant which would be the quantity corresponding to actual cosmological
measurements. Empirical measurements puts an upper bound on Λeff given roughly by
the Hubble scale of the Universe, Λeff � H

2
0 ≈ 10−47 (GeV)4. The bare cosmological

constant Λ0 is an undetermined constant so one might argue that this bound on the
effective cosmological constant does not really tell us anything. Whatever the value of
Λvac we can always tune Λ0 by hand so that the experimental bound on Λeff is satisfied.
This approach is not very fruitful though since it appears to leave us, without justifica-
tion, with the most severe finetuning problem known to physics. This is so because Λvac

can, in principle, be determined once we specify the matter content of our theory.

2.1 Vacuum energy in QFT

If the matter content is to be described by a quantum field theory (QFT), then Λvac is
given by the zero-point energies of the matter species and the enthalpy released during
various phase transitions throughout the history of the Universe. For a field with spin

3In the absence of matter the E.o.M reads RMN = Λ0 GMN , so that Λ0 can truly be regarded as an
intrinsic curvature of the spacetime. At the linearized level, it acts as a source for the gauge invariant

scalar mode S of the metric (defined explicitly in appendix C) through �S =
D

2

D − 1
Λ0.
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s and mass m (which could be zero) we can sum the zero-point energies up to some
ultraviolet (UV) (i.e. high energy scale) wave number cutoff M to get a vacuum energy
density

Λvac =
(−1)2s(2s+ 1)

2

�
M

0

dk

(2π)2
k
2
�
k2 +m2

= m
4 (−1)2s(2s+ 1)

16π2

��
M

m

�4

+

�
M

m

�2

− 1

2
ln

�
M

m

�
+

1

8
− 1

2
ln 2

�

+m
4
O
�
(m/M)2

�
(2.1.1)

We see that there are quartic, quadratic and logarithmic terms diverging with the cutoff
scale. Note that the quartic contribution is independent of the mass of the field under
consideration and thus appears even for massless fields. The cutoff scale tell us how far
we can trust our theory. When we combine this result for Λvac obtained from QFT with
the observational constraint Λeff � 10−47GeV4 from the standard interpretation of GR,
we see that

Λ0 � 10−47GeV4 −M
4
/π (2.1.2)

Suppose we believe we can trust our QFT prediction for the vacuum energy all the way
to the Planck scale, M ∼ MPl ≈ 2.43× 1018GeV, which is the scale at which we naively
expect that we could no longer treat gravitational interactions as a classical field theory.
Then M

4
Pl/π ∼ 1073GeV4 and we find that Λ0 is the difference of two numbers differing

at 120 orders of magnitude. This disturbing fact is the essence of the cosmological
constant problem. This severe amount of finetuning certainly does not seem natural,
something must be wrong4.
What then could be wrong here? One immediate objection is that the QFT prediction

relies on calculations which do not include gravity, the matter quantum fields propagate
on a classical Minkowski background. Surely we are not obliged to expect this to be
a valid treatment all the way down to the Planck scale. We can try to consider a
much lower cutoff of the theory. Owing to the success of the standard model of particle

physics (SM) in describing particles and interactions we could expect that the flat space
calculations should be reliable at least up to energy scales ∼ TeV currently probed by
accelerators like LHC and Tevatron. Suppose we only integrate the zero-modes of the
fields up to the electroweak scale, MEW ≈ 2.46 × 102GeV, of the SM. The difference
between our numbers is now reduced to 56 orders of magnitude. Lowering the cutoff scale
even further, all the way down to the characteristic scale of quantum electrodynamics

(QED)5, MQED ≈ 5.11×10−4GeV, we still find a difference of 33 orders of magnitude. If
we do not yet want to surrender and simply accept this amount of unjustified finetuning
we must go back to first principles and figure out what could be wrong.

4In fact the situation is even worse when one considers also that there are quadratic and logarithmic
corrections to this and also other vacuum contributions than the zero-point energies discussed here.

5We take this to be set by the electron mass, me. The characteristic density scale is then directly related
to the pair creation threshold, as the ratio of mass to a volume set by the Compton wavelength. That
is, M4

QED = me/(�/mec)
3, which equals m4

e in the natural units system.
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What about the zero-point energies. In ordinary QFT, without gravity, we can dispel
any effect of the vacuum either through a normal ordering prescription for the fields or
by introducing counterterms in perturbation theory. So the vacuum is not measurable
in the usual formulation of QFT. What evidence do we have that they are in fact real?
Often the Casimir effect or the Lamb shift are argued to be experimental evidence for
the reality of zero-point energies. This argument is however not conclusive, since both
the Casimir effect and the Lamb shift can in fact be explained without any reference
to the vacuum or zero-point energies (25). Even if there is no conclusive experimental
evidence for their existence, they seem to be a necessary ingredient in any consistent
QFT trying to account for all the known particles and their interactions in a consistent
manner from a theoretical perspective. If we do accept their existence, then we are left
with the severe finetuning problem when combined with GR. This suggests that perhaps
it is the gravity side, the formulation of standard GR that needs to be more deeply
scrutinized.
Does the vacuum necessarily gravitate? From first principles GR would tell us yes,

and that it gravitates in exactly the same way as any other form of energy. In gravity the
vacuum is observable through its effect on the spacetime geometry and can not simply be
shuffled away. Any attempt to modify the sensitivity of gravity to the vacuum requires
modifications of GR in the infrared (IR) (i.e. low energy scale). This can be understood
simply because any constant source in coordinate space Fourier transforms into a δ-
function mode and thus only contributes at zero momenta. Any such modification on
standard GR is very difficult to accomplish. As a point in case, Weinberg has formulated
a no-go theorem for any attempts to introduce a finite number of scalar fields which
could couple to the vacuum and dynamically readjust its expectation value without
further finetuning, which rules out a large class of possible modifications (41). More
precisely, the no-go theorem rules out any theory obeying general covariance, has a
massless 4-dimensional graviton, is ghost-free and contains a finite number of fields
which are spacetime independent at late time evolution (15; 17).
In this thesis we look at models of brane induced gravity (BIG) which effectively

evades Weinberg’s no-go theorem by the introduction of extra spatial dimensions in
which gravity, but not matter, can propagate. As discussed in (15; 17), this circumvents
the no-go theorem by turning the 4-dimensional gravitons into massive excitasions when
the extra dimensions are of infinite size or alternatively through the introduction of an
infinite number of Kaluza-Klein modes if the extra dimensions are compactified. We
have mostly been interested in models with non-compact extra dimensions and a great
deal of work has been put in to establish the connection between these types of models
and purely 4-dimensional models of massive gravitons.
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3 Why extra dimensions?

First we can ask ourself, is there any reason to stick with a 4-dimensional spacetime?
The most obvious reason perhaps would be, because this is what we actually experi-
ence. All our physical observables appear to live exclusively on a 3-dimensional spatial
hypersurface in a 4-dimensional spacetime manifold. Is there any other reason? There
are some nice and intriguing mathematical curiosities with a 4-dimensional (pseudo)
Riemannian manifold such as our usual spacetime. The first thing to note is that it
is the lowest number of spacetime dimensions which allow for nontrivial solutions to
Einstein’s equations, i.e. curved spacetimes. Another peculiar feature is that it is the
unique number of spacetime dimensions for which the celestial 2-sphere of any point is
a complex manifold, a fact deeply explored in twistor theory. Connected to this is the
fact that it is the unique number of spacetime dimensions in which Maxwell’s equations
are conformally invariant. Further, QED as formulated (or Yang-Mills theories in gen-
eral) become nonrenormalizable for dimensions D > 4 since the gauge coupling constant
(the electric charge) then acquires mass dimension. Also, the Schrödinger equation only
admits solutions with a bounded energy spectrum in a spacetime with D ≤ 4. When
studying black hole solutions we find that only in 4 dimensions are they unique and
stable. Other nice features which we have grown accustomed too can be associated to
spacetimes of an even number of dimensions, such as the existence of Huygens principle
in wave analysis or the existence of solutions to the Dirac equation with chiral fermions.
None of these reasons, however tantalizing, are really that compelling in themselves

though. Field theories with interesting physics is of course possible to formulate in any
number of dimensions. When comparing to measurements it is only required that we
have a theory which looks 4-dimensional to the desired precision. So let us ask instead,
why should we introduce extra spatial dimensions? One main motivation of course comes
from string theory, where the introduction of extra dimensions is inevitable in order to
get a consistent low energy description capable of matching effective models of particle
interactions such as the Standard model. Another compelling argument is the fact that
gravity, as a theory of spacetime, is intrinsically a theory characterized by the number
of dimensions D. Thus, whatever the actual number of dimensions we end up having in
reality, it is worthwhile studying gravity in an arbitrary number of dimensions simply
for the reason of understanding the nature of gravity better.
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4 Massive gravitons in 4 dimensions

Since the models described in the article 8 generically reduces to theories of massive
gravitons from the 4-dimensional perspective we will give a brief overview of some of
the main properties of such theories in this section, at the same time introducing and
explaining the Stückelberg trick.

When we talk about massive fields in a gauge theory there are different ways of
approaching the definition and identification of mass. The meaning of mass can usually
be defined through the asymptotic falloff of forces, only massless fields have infinite
range. We can also think of massive fields (of given spin) as weak propagations on a
fixed stable minimum energy background, identifying mass from the pole structure of
the propagator. Both of these views on mass are particularly useful when we have a
simple means of computing the effective forces of the theory or have a nondynamical
background at our disposal on which we can consider weak fluctuations, but do not
straightforwardly carry over to more generic situations. A third way of defining mass
comes from the realization that massive fields have more degrees of freedom (D.O.F)
than massless ones. This means there should be a breaking of the gauge group of the
massless theory as we switch on a mass parameter. That is, the symmetry group of
the massive theory can only be a subgroup of the full gauge group of the corresponding
massless theory. This also means that we can expect some kind of discontinuous limiting
behavior as the mass parameter m → 0, since D.O.F are lost abruptly in the limit.
The Stückelberg trick utilizes this last property and allows to track in a continuous
manner what happens to the D.O.F. The way this is done is by introducing auxilliary
fields in the massive theory, Stückelberg fields, and give them transformation properties
such that the symmetries of the full gauge group of the massless theory is restored, i.e.
enhancing the symmetries of the massive theory by construction. Essentially it amounts
to performing a gauge transformation of the massive fields based on the symmetries of
the corresponding massless theory and retain the gauge parameters as new independent
fields, endowing them with transformation properties such that the symmetries of the
massive fields are enhanced. Although the field content of the massive theory is thus
enlarged, the theory with Stückelberg fields is dynamically equivalent to the original one
since they differ only by a gauge choice for these fields. This provides an explicit way of
tracking what happens with these extra D.O.F as we consider the massless limit m → 0
and carries over more transparently to general setups with e.g. a dynamic background
configuration. And as we will see later, the appearance of analogues of Stückelberg fields
from the 4-dimensional perspective naturally enters in the higher dimensional setups we
have considered in this work. There they arise as connectors between the gauge group of
the full higher dimensional theory and the smaller gauge group describing the symmetries
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for the 4-dimensional sector (4).
We study first how this works for a theory of a massive vector boson, since this is

a particularly clear and illustrative example and also let us introduce the necessary
notation in a more transparent way before turning to the case of linearized massive
gravity.

4.1 Stückelberging Maxwell theory

Consider the Lagrangian density of a massive vector boson Aµ coupled to a conserved
source J

µ

L = −1

4
FµνF

µν − m
2

2
AµA

µ +AµJ
µ
, Fµν = 2∂[µAν] , ∂µJ

µ = 0 (4.1.1)

This theory can be seen to consist of 3 D.O.F. If one naively where to consider the
m → 0 limit an extra gauge symmetry will appear, namely the resulting Lagrangian is
invariant under transformations δAµ = ∂µΛ and the number of D.O.F are reduced to
2. The theory is then a U(1) gauge theory for an Abelian vector field. Modeled on this
gauge symmetry we introduce a Stückelberg field φ through

Aµ = Ãµ + ∂µφ , δÃµ = ∂µΛ , δφ = −Λ (4.1.2)

The resulting Lagrangian

L = −1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν − m
2

2

�
ÃµÃ

µ + 2∂µφÃ
µ + ∂µφ∂

µφ
�
+ ÃµJ

µ (4.1.3)

is clearly invariant under the above coupled transformations. After rescaling φ = 1
m
φ̃

we arrive at the canonically normalized Lagrangian density

L = −1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν − 1

2
∂µφ̃∂

µφ̃− m
2

2
ÃµÃ

µ −m∂µφ̃Ã
µ + ÃµJ

µ (4.1.4)

with the manifest gauge symmetry δÃµ = ∂µΛ, δφ̃ = −mΛ. Now we can consistently
take the m → 0 limit at the level of the Lagrangian without loosing any D.O.F. We see
that the massless limit is given by

L = −1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν − 1

2
∂µφ̃∂

µφ̃+ ÃµJ
µ (4.1.5)

which corresponds to a theory of a massless vector boson Ãµ and a completely decoupled
scalar φ̃, i.e. a theory of 2 + 1 = 3 D.O.F just as for the massive vector theory. This
theory is dynamically equivalent to the theory of only a massless vector boson at the
classical level since the scalar field is completely decoupled.
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4.2 Linearized massive gravity, Fierz-Pauli theory

In the slightly more involved case of linearized massive gravity we consider metric fluc-
tuations around Minkowski background, gµν = ηµν + hµν , and consider the quadratic
Lagrangian density with arbitrary mass parameters a and b (which as they are written
have mass dimension 2)

L = LEH − A

4

�
ahµνh

µν + bh
α
αh

β
β

�
+

1

2
hµνT

µν
, ∂µT

µν = 0 (4.2.1)

where LEH is the linearized Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian1, which by itself is invariant
under the linearized general coordinate transformations δξxµ = ξµ, δξhµν = −2∂(µξν).
This is clearly not a symmetry of the full Lagrangian above due to the presence of the
mass terms quadratic in hµν . Modeled on the gauge symmetry of LEH , and in complete
analogy with the vector boson case, we introduce Stückelberg fields fµ through

hµν = h̄µν + 2∂(µfν) , δξh̄µν = −2∂(µξν) , δξfµ = ξµ (4.2.2)

The resulting Lagrangian is given by

L = L̄EH − A

4

�
ah̄µν h̄

µν + bh̄
α
αh̄

β
β

�
− Aa

4
FµνF

µν −A (a+ b) (∂µf
µ)2

−Aah̄
µν∂µfν −Abh̄

α
α∂βf

β +
1

2
h̄µνT

µν (4.2.3)

and is now invariant under the above coupled transformations by construction. Now we
can introduce another Stückelberg scalar φ for the vector fields fµ as in the Maxwell
case through

fµ = f̄µ + ∂µφ , δξ f̄µ = ξµ , δξφ = 0 , δf̄µ = ∂µΛ , δφ = −Λ (4.2.4)

and then rescale the fields

h̄µν =
1√
A
h̄µν , f̄µ =

1√
Aa

f̃µ , φ =
1

a
√
A
φ̃ (4.2.5)

and lastly do a conformal transformation h̄µν = h̃µν + ηµν φ̃ in order to generate an
ordinary kinetic term for the scalar field. Under the prescribed conformal transformation
we note that

1

A
L̄EH =

1

A

�LEH − h̃
α
α�φ̃+ h̃

µν∂µ∂ν φ̃− 3

2
φ̃�φ̃ (4.2.6)

1Given explicitly by

LEH = −A

4

�
∂µhαβ∂

µ
h
αβ − ∂µh

α
α∂

µ
h
β
β + 2∂µh

α
α∂νh

µν − 2∂µh
µν∂α

hαν

�

where A = 1/16πGN is the coefficient in front of the scalar curvature in the Einstein-Hilbert action.
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and subsequently we arrive at

L =
1

A

�LEH − 1

2
(5 + 8�) φ̃�φ̃− 1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν +
1

2
√
A
h̃µνT

µν +
1

2
√
A
φ̃Tα

α

−1 + �

a
(�φ̃)2 − (1 + �)(∂µf̃

µ)2 − 2√
a
(1 + �)�φ̃∂µf̃

µ − (1 + �)h̃αα�φ̃

−
√
a(1 + 4�)φ̃∂µf̃

µ −
√
ah̃

µν∂µf̃ν −
√
a�h̃αα∂β f̃

β

−a

4

�
h̃µν h̃

µν + �h̃ααh̃
β
β

�
− a

2
(1 + 4�)

�
h̃
α
αφ̃+ 2φ̃2

�
(4.2.7)

where we introduced the abbreviation � = b/a. We see now that generically there are
higher derivative (i.e. higher than 2) couplings for the φ̃ field. In particular, the 4-
derivative term which signals that φ̃ is a ghost field2 (negative kinetic energy), except
for the Fierz-Pauli choice of mass parameters a = −b (20; 21). Considering then the
ghost free Fierz-Pauli choice for the mass parameters, i.e. � = −1, we have

LFP =
1

A

�LEH +
3

2
φ̃�φ̃− 1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν +
1

2
√
A
h̃µνT

µν +
1

2
√
A
φ̃Tα

α

+3
√
aφ̃∂µf̃

µ −
√
ah̃

µν∂µf̃ν +
√
ah̃

α
α∂β f̃

β

−a

4

�
h̃µν h̃

µν − h̃
α
αh̃

β
β

�
+

3a

2

�
h̃
α
αφ̃+ 2φ̃2

�
(4.2.8)

We can now study the massless limit of this theory, a → 0. After rescaling the scalar
field again to canonically normalize its kinetic term we are left with

L
0
FP =

1

A

�LEH +
1

2
φ̃�φ̃− 1

4
�Fµν

�Fµν +
1

2
√
A
h̃µνT

µν +
1

2
√
3A

φ̃Tα
α (4.2.9)

This theory is however not dynamically equivalent to the theory of a massless spin 2,
i.e. Einstein gravity. The vector field f̃µ is completely decoupled and as such is a free
Abelian gauge field. The scalar field however does not decouple but retains a coupling to
the source. A well known and obvious effect of the presence of this coupling is that this
theory will react differently to sources which are not tracefree as compared to ordinary
Einstein gravity. A famous manifestation of this is that if we fix the gravitational
constant A = 1/16πGN by considering the attraction between static point sources, then
the deflection angle of light in this theory will differ by 3/4 as compared to ordinary
Einstein gravity. Such a large discrepancy has long ago been ruled out experimentally.
The previous analysis was all made along very traditional lines. One question which

has often been raised in this discussion is the puzzling fact that there does not seem to
be a continuous class of massive theories which can be taken arbitrarily close to Einstein
gravity. In fact, it seems that no healthy theory of massive spin 2 has Einstein gravity
as its massless limit.
Some particularly nice features of the slightly different analysis in terms of gauge

invariant variables we present in the paper 8 is that we can see the reasons for this very

2In the appendix A we demonstrate with a simple example why such terms are generically indicative
of the ghost nature of the field.
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explicitly, the nature of the discontinuous massless limit becomes manifest and we are
able to construct a 1-parameter class of actions all describing the same classical physics
for massive gravity theories. Our analysis of linearized massive gravity also helps to
understand the connection to and differences with BIG models.

4.3 Linearized massive gravity in gauge invariant variables

A major feature of the article 8 is that we work in gauge invariant variables. Since
we do a linear analysis of propagations on a flat background the decomposition of the
fields into gauge invariant and gauge noninvariant modes is rather straigthforward. In
appendix C we give a detailed account of how the decomposition is made in terms of
projection operators.
We decompose a symmetric tensor field h̄µν as follows

h̄µν = h
⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµνs+ 2∂(µaν) + ∂µ∂νφ , h

⊥α
α = 0 , ∂µ

h
⊥
µν = 0 = ∂µ

aµ (4.3.1)

where, under transformations δξxµ = ξµ, the components transform as3

δξh
⊥
µν = 0 , δξs = 0 , δξaµ = −ξµ +

ξµξν

� ξν , δξφ = −2
∂ν

� ξν (4.3.2)

The transformation of h̄µν , δξh̄µν = −2∂(µξν), is then fully encoded in the noninvariant

aµ and φ fields, while h
⊥
µν and s are invariant. If we now add Stückelberg fields fµ as

before
hµν = h̄µν + 2∂(µfν) , δξfµ = ξµ (4.3.3)

so that

hµν = h
⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµνs+ 2∂(µaν) + ∂µ∂νφ+ 2∂(µfν) ≡ h

⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµνs+ 2∂(µFν) (4.3.4)

we see that this amounts to introducing a new set of gauge invariant fields Fµ = fµ +
aµ + 1

2∂µφ to the theory. Now, any theory with a gauge symmetry under δξ written in
terms of h̄µν will have its relevant physics described only by s and φ, while the same
theory written in terms of hµν contains also the extra physical fields Fµ. From this
perspective it should be clear that we will in general change the physics of the problem
by adding extra D.O.F which can not be transformed away. In principle however, it
might be possible to write down a Lagrangian with enhanced symmetries which serve to
project out the Fµ fields either partly or completely.

3We note that ∂ν

� ξν is the longitudinal scalar part, say ξL, of ξµ in a decomposition

ξµ = ξ⊥µ + ∂µξ
L
, ∂µξ⊥µ = 0
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Let us consider again the Lagrangian for linearized massive gravity, written in the
decomposed h̄µν field4

L = LEH − A

4

�
ah̄µν h̄

µν + bh̄
α
αh̄

β
β

�
+

1

2
h̄µνT

µν (4.3.5)

Stückelberging this then formally amounts to replacing h̄µν with hµν , which results in

L =
A

4

�
h
⊥
µν(�− a)h⊥µν − s

�
3

8
�− a

4
− b

�
s (4.3.6)

−aFµνF
µν − (a+ 4b)∂µF

µ
s+ 4(a+ b)(∂µF

µ)2
�
+

1

2
hµνT

µν

From here one easily obtains the E.o.M for the Fµ fields

a�Fµ + (a+ 2b)∂µ∂νF
ν +

1

4
(a+ 4b)∂µs = 0 (4.3.7)

Note that this implicitly gives Fµ in terms of s and we can use it to convert parts of Fµ

into s or vice versa. This fact is used in the paper 8 to construct a 1-parameter family
of actions all giving the correct E.o.M. For a �= −b it has the solution

Fµ = − a+ 4b

8(a+ b)

∂µ
� s (4.3.8)

while for a = −b it implies �s = 0, and also �F
⊥
µ = 3

4∂µs. Although slightly more
involved we can also obtain the h̄µν E.o.M

(�− a)h⊥µν −
1

3

�
ηµν −

∂µ∂ν
�

���
3

2
�+ a+ 4b

�
s+ 2(a+ 4b)∂µF

µ

�
= − 1

A
Tµν (4.3.9)

and the trace equation
�
3

2
�+ a+ 4b

�
s+ 2(a+ 4b)∂µF

µ =
1

A
T
α
α (4.3.10)

From these and using (4.3.8) to replace ∂µFµ we obtain the solutions5

h
⊥
µν = − 1

A

1

�− a
T
⊥
µν , s =

2

3A

1

�+ a(a+4b)
2(a+b)

T
α
α (4.3.11)

4Where now

LEH =
A

4

�
h
⊥
αβ�h

⊥αβ − 3
8
s�s

�

5Where the traceless transverse source is given by

T
⊥
µν = Tµν − 1

3

�
ηµν − ∂µ∂ν

�

�
T

α
α
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These are massive excitations with masses m
2
h⊥ = a and m

2
s = −a(a+4b)

2(a+b) . The full

solution for h̄µν is obtained through

h̄µν = h
⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµνs = − 1

A

1

�− a
T
⊥
µν +

1

6A

1

�+ a(a+4b)
2(a+b)

T
α
α (4.3.12)

We have written this in a gauge fixed version here, but can always add to this a gauge
transformation 2∂(µξν) and solve the gauge conditions for ξµ if needed. If we take a ≥ 0,

so that h
⊥
µν is nontachyonic, we must have −a ≤ b ≤ −a/4 for s to be nontachyonic

while for b = −a/2 the masses are equal and for b = −a/4 the scalar field is massless
by itself. The scalar field s is however always ghostlike, contributing negatively to the
residue of the full hµν propagator6. Note that even in ordinary Einstein gravity, i.e. the
limit a, b → 0, the s field is ghostlike but then combines with and cancels a spin 0 mode
in h

⊥
µν , leaving a theory of only a helicity 2 polarization.

We can also see that the Fierz-Pauli choice of the mass parameters, a = −b, corre-
sponds to making the scalar ghost infinitely massive, m2

s = ∞, so that the ghost field
can never be excited by any finite energy interactions, in practice entailing setting s = 0.
This theory then contains all the 5 D.O.F of the massive h

⊥
µν field and can not consis-

tently be reduced to a theory of a helicity 2 field by only after this considering the limit
a → 0.
This formulation also makes the nature of the apparent discontinuity between massive

and massless gravity more clear. In general there is no discontinuity, we can smoothly
consider the limit a, b → 0 and retain ordinary Einstein gravity. The massive theory we
started from will then however always contain a ghostlike excitation in the s field. If
we consider as a starting point instead the ghostfree Fierz-Pauli setup, this corresponds
to first decoupling the ghost by making it infinitely massive and then taking the limit
a → 0. From (4.3.10) and (4.3.7) we see that considering the limit in this order the Fµ:s
will be determined in terms of ∂µFµ, which remains sourced. The difference between
the generic massless limit and the massless limit of Fierz-Pauli theory can also be seen
clearly in the propagator in the solution for h̄µν . In the generic case, taking a, b → 0
results in Einstein gravity where we have that

h̄µν = − 1

A

1

�

�
Tµν −

1

2

�
ηµν −

∂µ∂ν
�

�
T
α
α

�
(4.3.13)

while in the Fierz-Pauli limit, taking first a = −b and then a → 0 we have

h̄µν = − 1

A

1

�

�
Tµν −

1

3

�
ηµν −

∂µ∂ν
�

�
T
α
α

�
(4.3.14)

Here we see the discontinuity between these theories manifested in the factor of 1/2 ver-
sus 1/3 in front of the trace contributions. This is the well known vDVZ discontinuity

6Noting that in a Fourier mode analysis we get the correspondence � ∼ −k
2 in terms of the fourmo-

mentum kµ. In appendix D we give a detailed analysis of the requirement of positive residue of the
propagator.
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between massive and massless gravity (24; 38; 42). If we consider the interaction am-
plitude A ∼

�
d4xd4x� Tµν(x)hµν(x�) then clearly this will be equal in the two theories

if one of the sources are traceless, as the stress-energy tensor of electromagnetism for
instance. Thus, light scattering will look the same in these theories. But if we con-
sider instead the static interaction between two point sources with stress-energy tensors
Tµν(x) = mδ0µδ

0
νδ

3(�x) and Tµν(x�) = m
�δ0µδ

0
νδ

3(�x�) we find that Einstein gravity gives

A ∼ 1
2A , while the massless limit of Fierz-Pauli theory gives A ∼ 2

3A which differ by
a factor of 4/3. Then if we fix the Newton constant in the coupling A = 1/16πGN

through the static interaction potential between point sources, light scattering will com-
pute differently in the two theories differing by this same factor. The fact that solar
system observations has long ago ruled out such a discrepancy with Einstein gravity to
high precision does not mean that gravitons can not be massive though. As pointed
out by Vainshtein, since there are new scales in the massive theory care has to be taken
when considering the validity of the linearized approximation (37). Taking in to account
higher order interactions one finds that the theory becomes strongly coupled at some
distance RV (the Vainshtein radius), below which a full nonlinear analysis is required.
The Vainshtein radius is determined from the scales of the theory (i.e. Newton constant
and graviton mass) and the mass of the source under consideration. The problem then
is to find a nonlinear completion of massive gravity which resembles Einstein gravity
closely enough at short distances to not conflict with observations. Some progress in
this direction has recently been reported (9; 10; 11).
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5 Brane Induced Gravity; Motivation

In this section we will go through the qualitative motivation and features of the BIG
setup. In the next section we will do a more technical and quantitative analysis.
The main motivation for studying the BIG models is the possibility of addressing the

cosmological constant problem, in particular the question of why we do not observe a
large cosmological constant.
In a nutshell, the main feature of the BIG setup is that the usual 4-dimensional

spacetime is treated as a 3-brane in a (4 + n)-dimensional bulk. The matter fields
are localized on the brane while gravity is allowed to propagate in the entire bulk. In
addition to an Einstein-Hilbert term for graviton kinetics in the bulk there is also an
induced Einstein-Hilbert term localized on the brane. The induced term is essential for
generating 4-dimensional gravity on the brane on distance scales where ordinary GR
has been adequately confirmed. For this to happen it also has to come with a dominant
coefficient in the action as compared to the bulk Einstein-Hilbert scale. This modification
of gravity entails differences in both the UV and the IR as compared to ordinary GR on
the brane.
Although no UV completion of the model is known there is some hope that the model

could be embedded within a consistent framework, such as stringtheory, since they will
generically arise in effective field theory realizations of the setup (16). In (7) such a
setup was indeed derived as an effective low-energy description of massless closed strings
scattering of bosonic D-branes by comparing stringtheory scattering amplitudes with an
effective field theory approach. Other examples of various stringtheoretic realizations
are found in (2; 3; 19; 29; 31). These examples are not fully satisfactory from a 4-
dimensional phenomenological perspective since the hierarchy between the graviton bulk
kinetic term and the brane localized kinetic term does not allow for the brane term to
be dominating in either of these stringtheory embeddings. The couplings in the action
are determined within the stringtheory setup and the localized brane contributions are
generally suppressed by the string coupling gS as compared to the bulk. In this work we
will regularize the UV behavior of the model by giving the brane an effective thickness
in the transverse dimensions and we take a phenomenological approach to the couplings
of the model, allowing whatever values we need. We focus instead on the IR behavior of
the model, which is important for addressing the cosmological constant problem.
For a realistic resolution of the problem it would be preferable to perform a full

nonlinear analysis, allowing for a generic curved background in the bulk. The approach
then would be to consider solving first for the bulk background geometry sourced by a
flat 3-brane with tension, keeping in mind that the brane tension in this case should
correspond to the huge vacuum energy of the matter fields on the brane as predicted by
QFT. This is essentially a general relativistic point particle problem in the transverse
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dimensions. The brane could then in principle be kept flat, i.e. insensitive to this
vacuum energy, by curving the transverse dimensions as demonstrated by solutions to
this problem discussed in (6; 23). One would then add the dynamics for the matter
fields and the brane gravitons and do a perturbation analysis on this background. An
obstacle in this approach is that the known solutions for this background are plagued
by some difficulties. They either have naked singularities in the bulk or are inconsistent
with the source structure at the location of the source, which is precisely where we need
to analyze the 4-dimensional physics. As a first step we therefore consider in this work
the simpler case of a linear perturbation analysis on a flat background in the bulk. As
we will see, even in this case the brane can be kept flat and insensitive to the vacuum
at the prize of making the brane gravitons effectively massive. This will however be a
massive theory of the generic sort and as such will have the known instability problems
of a ghost mode, which in this case will also be tachyonic. This strongly hints that the
flat bulk background is not a good starting point for a perturbative analysis.
Finding working solutions for the more general problem when allowing for curvature

in the transverse dimensions is at the time of writing a work in progress.
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6 BIG: details

With the conventions specified in appendix B the general BIG action to be analyzed is
given by

S = −A

�
dDX

√
GR−B

�
d4σ

√
g R̄+

�
d4σ L̂m + SΩ + SΛ + SGH (6.0.1)

where SΩ, SΛ are brane contributions from extrinsic geometry and cosmological constant
(brane tension) respectively. These will be defined and discussed later. L̂m is the matter
Lagrangian (tensor) density. We have also included the boundary Gibbons-Hawking
counterterm SGH , which in principle is required to ensure the correct E.o.M in the
presence of boundaries. This term is given by the boundary integral of the trace of the
boundary extrinsic curvature and will be left out in any subsequent discussions as we
consider only non-compact brane dimensions with a Z2 symmetry in the transverse space.
In principle one could also expect higher derivative corrections to this action from any
underlying UV complete theory, but in the low energy regimes we are interested in these
will be suppressed as compared to the two derivative action given above. To regularize
the UV part of of the action we give the brane an effective thickness by using a profile
function for the bulk fields when we consider their support on the brane.

6.1 Effective thickness for the brane

An essential and new feature of our setup is that we use a profile function P to model
an effective thickness of the brane in order to regularize the UV behavior of the models.
Most of the existing analysis of the problem has either considered solutions separately
inside and outside the brane (32) or used a sharp cutoff (22; 29), although a very similar
approach to ours was considered in (14). The need for some kind of UV regularization
can easily be understood from the point particle nature of the problem as seen from the
transverse dimensions. Solving the E.o.M we frequently encounter the Green’s function
for � = �� +�⊥, i.e. the scalar propagator

G(x� − x
�
�, x⊥ − x

�
⊥) = −

�
d4k

(2π4)

�
dnq

(2π)n
e
ik(x�−x

�
�)eiq(x⊥−x

�
⊥)

k2 + q2 − i�
(6.1.1)

When we consider the restriction of this to the brane, so that x⊥ = x
�
⊥, we find that

this has a short distance divergence for any n > 1 with the typical Coulomb like |x⊥|2−n

behavior. Since all quantities of interest are to be evaluated at the location of the brane,
which is where we want to do physics, this problem has to be resolved. A nice and very
physical way of doing this is to give the brane an effective thickness by introducing a
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profile function in order to mimic the behavior of a form factor for the brane, which we
would expect to arise from dynamics in any underlying UV complete theory in any event
(16; 30). In practice we do this by ”smearing” bulk fields over a collection of branes
weighted by some distribution around a central position y0. Thus, for any bulk field
Φ(x�, x⊥) we define its restriction to the brane as

�Φ�(x�) =

�
dnC

�
dnx⊥ δn(C − y0)P(x⊥ − C)ΦM (x�, x⊥ − C)

=

�
dnx⊥P(x⊥)Φ(x�, x⊥) (6.1.2)

and for e.g. the scalar propagator

�G�(x� − x
�
�) =

�
dnx⊥d

n
x
�
⊥P(x⊥)G(x� − x

�
�, x⊥ − x

�
⊥)P(x�⊥) (6.1.3)

We take the profile to be normalized such that
�
dnx⊥P(x⊥) = 1 and impose a Z2

symmetry which implies P(x⊥) = P(−x⊥). Other than that no further specifications
on the specific form of the profile are needed apart from its essential regularizing nature.
Some further comments on this can be found in the paper 8.
In terms of Fourier modes we can write the propagator as

� �G� = −
�

dnq

(2π)n

�P2(w2
q
2)

k2 + q2 − i�
(6.1.4)

From this expression we can immediately learn some important properties of � �G�, focus-
ing in general on n > 2 in these discussions. On dimensional grounds we can extract the
brane width w from this and write

� �G� = w
2−nΣ−1(w2

k
2) (6.1.5)

in terms of a complex function Σ which depends only on the dimensionless combination
u = w

2
k
2. That � �G� will be complex with a nonzero imaginary part for any k

2
< 0 can

be seen on quite general grounds. Using spherical polar coordinates and performing the
angular integrals in 6.1.4 we obtain after a partial integration

� �G� = −Ωn−1w
2−n

2(2π)n

�
�P2(t)t

n−2
2 ln(t+ u− i��)

�∞
t=0

+
Ωn−1w

2−n

2(2π)n

� ∞

0
dt ln(t+ u− i��)

d

dt

�
t
n−2
2 �P2(t)

�
(6.1.6)

where Ωn−1 is the area of the unit n-sphere and powers of the brane width where inserted
to make the logarithm well defined. The first boundary term vanishes for a suitable
profile which dies of faster than t

(n−2)/2 ln(t) (assuming n > 2). The second integral
term will pick up an imaginary contribution from the interval t < −u due to the branch
cut of the logarithm for these values. Note that the i� prescription is crucial then in
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giving the sign for the imaginary part1. The derivative in the integral will in general be
negative over most of the integration interval for a suitable profile, since �P2(t) decreases
much faster than t

(n−2)/2 for large t but has some finite value at t = 0. This then means
that the real part of � �G� will always be negative for small k2, while the imaginary part
will always be positive for k2 < 0 and for k2 ≥ 0 the imaginary part vanishes. In terms
of Σ defined in 6.1.5 we can then deduce that, for a suitable enough profile we will have

ReΣ(u) < 0 , ImΣ(u) < 0 if u < 0 , and ImΣ(u) = 0 if u ≥ 0 (6.1.7)

Looking at 6.1.6 again we see that for u ≤ 0 and with our i� prescription we can rewrite
this expression as

� �G� = Ωn−1w
2−n

2(2π)n

� ∞

0
dt ln(|t− |u||) d

dt

�
t
n−2
2 �P2(t)

�
− iπ

Ωn−1w
2−n

2(2π)n

�
|u|

n−2
2 �P2(|u|)

�

(6.1.8)
From here we see that for small u we will quite generically have |ImΣ| << |ReΣ|, inde-
pendent of the particular shape of the profile. All of this will have important implications
for how we will interpret Σ later on.

6.2 Linearized analysis

We use coordinates XM = (x�, x⊥) for the bulk and σµ for the brane with an embedding

X
M (σ). We then study linear perturbations of the metric around a flat bulk and brane

x
µ

� = σµ + f
µ(σ) , x

i

⊥ = y
i

0 + y
i(σ)

GMN = ηM +HMN , gµν = ηµν + hµν (6.2.1)

where gµν is the pullback of GMN on the brane. The fluctuations yi are brane bending
modes, while the fluctuations f

µ are embedding fields needed in the gauge invariant
setup to keep bulk fields as Lorentz scalars under brane coordinate transformations.
They thus serve as connector fields between the different gauge sectors for bulk and
brane diffeomorphisms. As such they are also a natural realization of Stückelberg fields
in these kind of setups. This can be seen very explicitly by using the pullback equation
gµν = ∂µXM∂νXN

GMN to first order to relate the (parallel to the brane) bulk and brane
fluctuations as �Hµν� = hµν − 2∂(µfν), which will be manifestly invariant under brane
diffeomorphisms δλσµ = λµ. An important point though is that they are not introduced
by hand as a trick and their transformation properties, δλfµ = −λµ

, δλyi = 0, are
derived as a consequence of the symmetries of the action2. The following remark can
then be made. From the pullback relation we obtain the following relation between
the corresponding quantities in a bulk and brane decomposition into gauge invariant

1For any x > 0, we have that lim�→0+ ln(−x∓ i�) = ln(x)∓ iπ
2Under bulk diffeomorphisms δξX

M = ξM they transform as δξf
µ = ξµ, δξy

i = ξi.
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variables3

�H⊥
µν� = h

⊥
µν − 2∂(µFν) − ηµν

�
1

D
�S� − 1

4
s

�
(6.2.2)

where Fµ = fµ+�Aµ�−aµ+
1
2∂µ(�Φ�−φ) is a gauge invariant vector field, invariant under

both bulk and brane diffeomorphisms. Thus any attempt to reduce the D-dimensional
theory into a purely 4-dimensional one will inevitably result in the introduction of a
new set of fields from the 4-dimensional perspective. The 4-dimensional theory then
has more D.O.F than the ones contained in h

⊥
µν and s. In the theory at hand only the

longitudinal part of Fµ will survive as a propagating mode. This spontaneous emergence
of an extra D.O.F from the 4-dimensional perspective is why the brane localized gravitons
will appear massive even though there is no explicit mass term in the action. This can be
seen as a realization of a gravitational Higgs mechanism (26; 36) where the fµ fields can
be regarded as the Goldstone vectors associated to the spontaneous symmetry breaking
inherent in the bulk-brane setup. To wit, the Fµ fields contain gauge non-invariant parts
inherited from both the bulk and brane and the fµ:s are key to restore the symmetries
of the theory which would otherwise be manifestly broken.

6.2.1 The E.o.M and their solutions

As worked out in detail in paper 8, starting from the action

S = −A

�
dDX

√
GR−B

�
d4σ

√
g R̄+

�
d4σ

√
gLm (6.2.3)

we obtain the linearized E.o.M for the metric perturbations

A

�
�H

⊥MN − D − 2

D

�
ηMN�− ∂M∂N

�
S

�

+BP(x⊥)

�
��h

⊥µν − 2

4

�
ηµν�� − ∂µ∂ν

�
s

�
δ M

µ δ N

ν

= P(x⊥)T
µνδ M

µ δ N

ν

with the corresponding trace equation

A
(D − 2)(D − 1)

D
�S +

3

2
BP(x⊥)��s = −P(x⊥)T

α
α (6.2.4)

Using our profile prescription and the bulk-brane relation 6.2.2 we then obtain the lin-
earized brane field solutions, written now in terms of their Fourier modes

s̃ = − 2

3B

1

k2 + A

B

D−2
2(D−5)� �G�−1

T̃
α
α (6.2.5)

3To wit

HMN = H
⊥
MN +

1
D

ηMNS + 2∂(MAN) + ∂M∂NΦ , hµν = h
⊥
µν +

1
4
ηµνs+ 2∂(µaν) + ∂µ∂νφ
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h̃
⊥
µν =

1

B

1

k2 − A

B
� �G�−1

�
T̃µν −

1

3

�
ηµν −

kµkν

k2

�
T̃
α
α

�
(6.2.6)

and

F̃µ = −1

4

kµ

k2
U s̃ , with U =

1

2

D − 2

(D − 5)(D − 1)

�
n− 3

�g̃�
� �G�

�
(6.2.7)

where we have defined

� �G� = −
�

dnk

(2π)n

�P2

k2 + q2
, and �g̃� =

�
dnk

(2π)n
q
2 �P2

(k2 + q2)2
(6.2.8)

The full solution for the metric perturbations is then constructed from these modes
through

h̃µν = h̃
⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµν s̃ (6.2.9)

to which we can of course add a gauge transformation 2k(µλ̃ν) and subsequently solve
the gauge conditions for λµ.
From the solutions we can immediately see that the codimension 1 case is peculiar

due to the factors of (D− 5) that appear. Also in this case we do not need to regularize
the scalar propagator, so � �G� can be computed even in the thin brane case, i.e. when
�P = 1. The full propagator for h̃

⊥
µν is however IR divergent for k

2 → 0. As far as a
cosmological constant source is concerned this is not really a problem since as we can see,
for D = 5, the scalar mode vanishes s̃ = 0. Thus the metric perturbations do not couple
to a cosmological constant source. The metric perturbations do however grow in the IR
limit, indicating an instability of the flat space background for long wavelength sources.
Furthermore, the F̃µ will in fact be sourced in a divergent fashion by a cosmological
constant. The codimension 2 case is again somewhat special due to the fact that the
scalar propagator then has a logarithmic IR divergence for k2 = 0. In this case s̃ is non-
zero and in fact diverge for a cosmological constant source. The geometric singularity
structure in this case his however of a conical nature and has been addressed separately
in (8; 27; 28). Since neither n = 1 nor n = 2 are good for addressing the cosmological
constant problem in these setups, in the sense that they do not keep the flat space
background stable, we will focus our discussions primarily on setups with n > 2.
First however we will briefly discuss some more aspects of the n = 1 case.

6.2.2 Codimension n = 1: The DGP model

The codimension 1 case corresponds to the much studied DGP model (18). As can be
seen from our solution this is also a very special case. First of all it is ghostfree since
in this case the scalar mode vanishes, s = 0. Secondly, even in the thin brane case
we can compute the scalar propagator which is then given by �G = −1/2

√
k2, and also

g̃ = 1/4
√
k2. The solutions are then given by

h̃
⊥
µν =

1

B

1

k2 + 2A

B
|k|

�
T̃µν −

1

3

�
ηµν −

kµkν

k2

�
T̃
α
α

�
(6.2.10)
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with s̃ = 0 and

F̃µ = − 5

96A

1

k2

kµ

k
T̃
α
α (6.2.11)

Although as mentioned, s̃ is zero and hence the metric perturbations do not couple to a
cosmological constant we see that F̃µ will in fact couple to such a source and is divergent
in the limit k2 = 0. In particular, the scalar kµF̃µ will inherit this divergence.

Another apparent problem arises in the short distance behavior of h̃⊥µν . As we can see
the theory then tends to look massless, but with the wrong tensor structure as compared
to a theory of a helicity 2 graviton. This is a manifestation of a vDVZ like discontinuity
and implies that the linearized theory is only valid down to a scale defined by the
Vainshtein radius of the theory, below which a nonperturbative analysis is required (13).

This is however not really a theory of massive gravitons, but in some sense very much
resembles one. Considering the propagator structure of h̃⊥µν , one can look for the poles

of this propagator from solutions to k
2 + 2B

A
|k| = 0. There are two solutions given

by k
2 = ±2B

A
which represents the two branches of the DGP model. One would then

näıvely consider ∓2B

A
to represent the mass squared of the graviton. The theory with

a ”tachyonic mass” has, as such, an instability and can be shown to allow for self-
accelerating solutions while the theory with a ”healthy mass” is what is known as the
normal branch of the DGP model (12).

6.3 Spectral analysis of the propagator

The reason we are reluctant to call the codimension 1 (and also the codimension 2) model
a massive theory has to do with the interpretation of the spectral density distribution in
this case. The spectral density distribution ρ(s) enters in QFT in the Lehmann-Källén
form of the exact scalar propagator of a massive scalar with physical mass m0

∆̃(k2) =
1

k2 +m
2
0 − i�

+

� ∞

4m2
0

ds
ρ(s)

k2 + s− i�
(6.3.1)

Another exact expression for the scalar propagator in QFT is obtained by summing up
loop corrections to the free propagator and is given by

∆̃(k2) =
1

k2 +m
2
0 − i�−Π(k2)

(6.3.2)

where iΠ(k2) is the self-energy of the field4. Reconciling these expressions one finds that
the spectral density distribution is given by

ρ(s) =
1

π

ImΠ(−s)

(−s+m
2
0 +ReΠ(−s))2 + (ImΠ(−s))2

(6.3.3)

and that we must have Π(−m
2
0) = 0 = dΠ

dk2 (−m
2
0). The spectral density distribution has

the property of always being positive and it vanishes for s < 4m2
0 (see e.g. 33; 35).

4This is the sum of all one-particle-irreducible (1PI) insertions into the free propagator.
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In the BIG models the scalar propagator is generically on the form

∆̃BIG(k
2) =

1

k2 − i�− a(D)Awn−2

B
(Σ1 + iΣ2)

(6.3.4)

with a(D) a constant coefficient depending on the number of dimensions (but is always
+1 for the tensor mode) and where

Σ1 = w
2−n

Re� �G�
|Re� �G�+ iIm� �G�|2

, and Σ2 = −w
2−n

Im� �G�
|Re� �G�+ iIm� �G�|2

(6.3.5)

In these expressions we have extracted the characteristic brane width parameter w so that
Σ = Σ1 + iΣ2 = w

2−n� �G�−1 depends only on the dimensionless combination u = w
2
k
2,

c.f equation 6.1.5.
For the case n = 1 we noted that we could compute the propagator � �G� even without

a profile as �G = −1/2
√
k2 and for k2 < 0 it is then purely imaginary, with Σ2 = −2|k|.

Thus, in comparing 6.3.4 with 6.3.2 we see that this rather resembles a zero mass scalar
propagator with a self energy contribution −A

B
Σ2.

(a) Codimension 1 (b) Codimension 3

Figure 6.1: The spectral density distribution ρ as a function of |u| = |w2
k
2|

In the paper 8 we use a Gaussian profile function to compute the behavior of the
spectral density distribution for generic codimensions. As an illustrative example of
the conceptual difference between the n = 1 model and the generic n > 2 models
we have plotted the behavior of the spectral density distribution for such a profile in
the cases n = 1 and n = 3 in Figure 6.1. Clearly, in the n = 1 case the distribution is
peaked at |u| = 0 with a sharp falloff while the n = 3 case demonstrates the more typical
resonance peak associated with unstable massive particles in QFT. Also, since Σ is purely
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imaginary for n = 1 the mass shift in the propagator is in fact completely imaginary.
As we will discuss more closely in the next section, the reason for the 4-dimensional
gravitons appearing generically unstable can be understood on very physical grounds in
terms of transition amplitudes due to the fact that they will have a nonzero probability
of escaping into the bulk.
We will next look more closely at the generic behavior of the n > 2 models.

6.4 Higher codimension models, n > 2

For the n > 2 models we can sharpen the analogue with unstable massive particles in
QFT even further. In order to clarify and fascilitate the comparison we first review some
of the essential features of a perturbative analysis of unstable massive fields in QFT.

6.4.1 Unstable massive particles in QFT

As we noted, the exact scalar propagator can be obtained by summing loop contributions
to the free propagator as5

∆̃(k2) =
1

k2 +m
2
0 − i�−Π(k2)

(6.4.1)

wherem2
0 is the hard mass occuring in the free propagator, interpreted as the real physical

mass of the scalar. Determining the new effective mass pole, m, of this propagator
involves looking for solutions to

k
2 +m

2
0 −Π(k2) = 0 , at k

2 = −m
2 (6.4.2)

The LSZ reduction formula, which relates correlation functions to S-matrix elements,
will in this case imply M ∼ Π where M is the Feynman amplitude for a scattering
process (1-particle to 1-particle in this case). For a stable particle M is real and hence
also Π is real. We then find a real valued solution m to 6.4.2 and can interpret this
as a bound state. In the case of a decaying particle M will have an imaginary part
and the definition of the mass pole m becomes tricky and ambiguous. Since we know
that Π(−m

2
0) = 0 we could try and assume that the mass shift is small, m2 ∼ m

2
0, and

that subsequently also ImΠ(−m
2) is small. Then the pole is given approximately by the

solution to the real valued equation

k
2 +m

2
0 − ReΠ(k2) = 0 , at k

2 = −m
2 (6.4.3)

instead of 6.4.2. Taylor expanding around m
2
0 and dropping higher orders of (k2 +m

2)
this can be written

k
2 +m

2
0 −

dReΠ

dk2

����
−m2

(k2 +m
2) ≈ (k2 +m

2)

�
1− dReΠ

dk2

����
−m2

�
≡ (k2 +m

2)Z−1(k2)

(6.4.4)

5This section follows tradidtional QFT treatments and for more details the reader is referred to e.g.
(33).
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Using this the propagator will, near the pole, assume the form

∆̃(k2) =
Z(k2)

k2 +m2 − iZ(k2)ImΠ(k2)
(6.4.5)

where Z is recognized as a wave renormalization factor. If we look at an interaction
where the scalar is an intermediete state in an s-channel scattering process the cross
section can be computed as

σ ∝
����

1

−s+m2 − iZ(k2)ImΠ(−s)

����
2

(6.4.6)

which, since ImΠ is assumed small, can be put in direct comparison with the Breit-
Wigner formula for a resonance cross section

σBW ∝
����

1

k2 +m2 − imΓ

����
2

(6.4.7)

where Γ is the decay width of the resonance state peaked at m. Under the assumptions

made we see that we can then directly interpret Z(−m
2)

m
ImΠ(−m

2) as the decay width
of an unstable massive particle of mass m.

6.4.2 Unstable massive gravitons in BIG

In the BIG models the propagator is generically on the form 6.3.4

∆̃BIG(k
2) =

1

k2 − a(D)Awn−2

B
Σ(w2k2)

(6.4.8)

where we recall that Σ = Σ1+ iΣ2 and for u < 0 we have that Σ1(u),Σ2(u) < 0 ,Σ2(0) =
0 , |Σ2(u)| << |Σ1(u)|, c.f. equations 6.1.7, 6.3.5 and 6.1.8.
Based on our intuition from QFT we recognize the similarity of this propagator with

the exact scalar propagator for a field with physical mass m
2
0 = 0. Since |Σ2(u)| <<

|Σ1(u)| holds in this case we can follow the procedure of the last section and determine
the mass from the real valued equation

k
2 − a(D)

Aw
n−2

B
Σ1(w

2
k
2) = 0 , at k

2 = −M
2 (6.4.9)

Since Σ1(u) < 0 the mass will be non-tachyonic as long as the coefficient a(D) > 0,
which is the case in general for the tensor mode h

⊥
µν while the scalar mode s will have

a tachyonic mass. While keeping the factor a(D) in what follows we keep in mind that
the analogies we are about to consider are strictly only true for the healthy tensor mode.
The propagator can then be written on the form

∆̃BIG(k
2) =

Z(k2)

k2 +M2 − ia(D)Awn−2

B
Z(k2)Σ2(w2k2)

(6.4.10)
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Since the propagator generally come with a prefactor ∼ 1/B = M
2
Pl/2 = 16πGN this

will serve to give a small momentum dependent renormalization of the gravitational
coupling, i.e.

B → B
�(k2) = BZ

−1(k2) , with Z
−1(k2) =

k
2 − a(D)Aw

n−2

B
Σ1(w2

k
2)

k2 +M2
(6.4.11)

For small energy scales, close to the graviton mass, this will serve to make the effective
Newtons constant somewhat smaller than the one put in by hand in the action, making
gravity appear weaker at large distances. This modification is not drastic however since
as we have seen, for small momentum |Σ2| << |Σ1| and the relation 6.4.9 is quite
accurate. For large momentum Z approaches 1 quickly and thus there are negligible
modifications at short distances due to this.

(a) Mass shift (b) Decay width

Figure 6.2: The behavior of Σ1 (a) and Σ2 (b) as functions of u = w
2
k
2
for codimensions

n = 6 (lowest curves) through n = 3 (closest to axis). The dotted lines in

(a) represents different mass determinations through the intersection with

the curves as explained in the text.

In the paper 8 we use for definiteness a Gaussian profile, which allow us both to analyze
and also plot Σ1 and Σ2 in order to quantitatively substantiate the above claims. In
Figure 6.2 we have plotted Σ1 and Σ2 for codimensions n = 3, 4, 5, 6. In the Figure
6.2.a, for Σ1, we have also plotted dotted lines representing various mass determinations
based on equation 6.4.9. The plots clearly illustrates that for small graviton masses
|Σ2| << |Σ1| as well as all the other properties. This then allow us to interpret

−a(D)
Aw

n−2

B

Z(−M
2)

M
Σ2(−w

2
M

2)

as the decay width of an unstable massive graviton with mass M in analogy with the
QFT description.
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We now proceed to discuss and try to understand the origin of the mass and its
unstable nature, starting with the nature of the decay.

6.4.3 Decay via Optical theorem

The optical theorem is a very general physical relation occuring in theories describing
scattering. It was first obtained in nonrelativistic scattering theory where it states that
the total crossection of a scattering process is proportional to the imaginary part of the
forward scattering amplitude. In QFT a generalization can easily be shown to follow as
a simple consequence of the unitarity of the S-matrix. We only need to implement the
simpler case of forward scattering for our discussions. The field theoretic statement of
the optical theorem then is that for an amplitude M (a → a), describing a transition
from a state with a particles to a final state with the same a particles, we have that

ImM ∝ σtot (6.4.12)

where σtot is the total cross-section for the a particles decaying into all possible allowed
states.
In the bulk-brane setup we are considering we can understand this very explicitly.

Firstly, why is � �G� (or equivalently Σ) imaginary? This describes propagations of a bulk
field restricted to a surface, i.e. like a 1-particle to 1-particle transition considered only
on the submanifold. Such fields will naturally have a nonzero probability of escaping to
the bulk since they are allowed to propagate freely. But this behavior is not encoded in
� �G� and will thus appear as decay channels from its perspective, i.e. fields emitted on
the submanifold can dissapear. Hence it will have a nonzero imaginary part and obey
the optical theorem6

− Im(w−n� �G�−1) ∝ σescape (6.4.13)

This relation followed quite generically and was only based on simple geometric consid-
erations. If we now consider the full brane to brane propagator for the BIG models 6.3.4
and its amputated version

∆̃−1
BIG = k

2 − a(D)
A

B
� �G�1 (6.4.14)

it follows that it obeys the optical theorem in the form

− Im∆̃−1
BIG = −a(D)

A

B
Im� �G�−1 ∝ a(D)

Aw
n

B
σescape (6.4.15)

Hence the dynamics that follow from the BIG setup effectively confines the gravitons
to the brane by suppressing the escape probability by the factor a(D)Awn

/B. This is
an effective and intuitive way of seeing why we need B >> Aw

n in order to get the
correct phenomenology over short distances. Over long distance scales on the other
hand, gravitons can escape and thus forces will be weaker over these scales as compared
to ordinary GR. This then could tentatively serve as a possible explanation to why we

6The optical theorem is given in terms of the amputated propagator � �G�−1� �G�� �G�−1 = � �G�−1 and we
have inserted the w

−n factor to give it proper dimension.
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see an accelerated expansion when using GR on cosmological scales. Given the generic
nature of the arguments in this section it seems likely that the decay nature would
survive even in a full nonlinear analysis.

6.4.4 Mass of the graviton and Screening of Λ

As we have seen the spin 2 field h
⊥
µν is a healthy massive field while the scalar field s is

a massive ghost with a tachyonic mass. The masses are given for both fields as solutions
to 6.4.9, i.e.

M
2 = −a(D)

Aw
n−2

B
Σ1(−w

2
M

2) (6.4.16)

where a(D) = 1 for h
⊥
µν and a(D) = − D−2

2(D−5) for s. Before discussing these further we
first consider the inclusion of a brane tension source in the action.

Effect of Λ

At the level of action, the brane tension term is given by

SΛ = −Λ

�
d4σ

√
g (6.4.17)

In order for the linearized analysis to make sense we must consider a small tension, of
the order of the field perturbations. At the level of the linearized solutions this then
implies a trivial modification, replacing T̃µν → T̃µν +Ληµνδ4(k). As discussed at the end
of appendix C such a source will only source the scalar mode s, so the h⊥µν solution 6.2.6
is unaffected by the inclusion of a brane tension. The addition to the s solution 6.2.5 is
given by

s̃Λ = −16Λ

3

D − 5

D − 2

Σ−1
1 (0)

Awn−2
δ4(k) ≡ 4c δ4(k) (6.4.18)

Hence, in coordinate space sΛ is just a constant. Since Σ1(0) ∼ Σ1(−w
2
M

2
s ) for a small

graviton scalar mass, we can use 6.4.16 to write this also as

sΛ ∼ − 8Λ

3BM2
s

(6.4.19)

Since M
2
s < 0 we see that the tachyonic nature of the scalar field actually ensures a

healthy contribution from a cosmological constant source to the full metric perturbations
hµν , which can now be written as

hµν = h
⊥
µν +

1

4
ηµνs+

1

4
ηµνsΛ ≡ h

(m)
µν +

1

4
ηµνsΛ (6.4.20)

modulo gauge transformations. The addition of sΛ to h
(m)
µν is clearly valid as long as c

is small, of the order of the perturbations implying Λ << BM
2
s . Considering then the

full metric gµν = ηµν + hµν we see that we have

gµν = (1 + c)

�
ηµν +

1

1 + c
h
(m)
µν

�
(6.4.21)
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This then amounts to an overall constant rescaling of the metric7 which can be absorbed
to redefine the couplings in the action, e.g. B → B(1 + c) in the brane Einstein-Hilbert
term and 1 → (1 + c)2 in the matter term. After an overall rescaling of the action 6.2.3
by a factor (1 + c)2 we are then left with

S = −A
(1)

�
dDX

√
−GR−B

(1)
�

d4σ
√
−g R̄+

�
d4σ

√
−gLm (6.4.22)

where

A
(1) =

A

(1 + c)2
, and B

(1) =
B

1 + c
(6.4.23)

Solving the new extremization problem then leads to exactly the same solutions 6.2.6
and 6.2.5 as before but in terms of A(1) and B

(1). This then leads to a new graviton
mass as well, given by

M
(1) 2 =

M
2

1 + c
(6.4.24)

Adding again a small Λ(1), we obtain as before

s
(1)
Λ ∼ − 8Λ(1)

3B(1)M
(1) 2
s

= − 8Λ(1)

3BM2
s

= 4c
Λ(1)

Λ
(6.4.25)

Then clearly, the condition for the linearized approximation to be valid is the same as
before and we can take Λ(1) ∼ Λ. To be precise, we should consider Λ(1) ∼ Λ/(1 + c) to
be on the safe side with our linear approximation. Iterating this procedure N times we
would get new couplings and graviton mass

A
(N) = A

�
1 + (N − 1)c

1 +Nc

�2

, B
(N) = B

1 + (N − 1)c

1 +Nc
and M

(N) 2 = M
2 1 + (N − 1)c

1 +Nc

(6.4.26)
in terms of the starting values without any Λ. Considering the large N limit here we
see that the linearized approximation should remain valid as long as it was valid to start
with. This indicates that we can add an arbitrarily large cosmological constant without
destabilizing the flat background approximation and hence these setups will effectively
screen out the effects of any Λ. In all of this, the nonzero and tachyonic nature of the
scalar graviton mass was crucial8 (so that c > 0).

It is also interesting to note the effect of Λ on the parameters of the theory. We see
that the inclusion of Λ effectively decreases the gravitational couplings A,B while at the
same time relaxing the phenomenological constraints on their hierarchy since also M

2

decreases. Of course, the effect is very small as long as we insist on keeping the linear
approximation valid but it hints towards the general direction of the effect. Another
caveat here is that if such an effect persists in a full nonlinear analysis, one should check
how such a scaling influence the matter sector and the hierarchy among the various
matter fields since these rescalings are consistent only if we also rescale the matter fields
and their couplings in Lm.
7See in particular 4.2.6.
8Since Σ2(0) = 0 on very general grounds, only Σ1(0) < 0 is important for screening Λ. This also shows
why n = 1, 2 are not good for this since then Σ1(0) = 0.
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The nonzero mass

To conclude this section, we briefly discuss some of the implications of the nonzero
graviton mass and its interpretation.
Since the ghost and tachyon nature arises entirely in the scalar sector, we look again

at its propagator

∆̃BIG ,s = −2

3

1

Bk2 +Awn−2 D−2
2(D−5)Σ(k

2)
(6.4.27)

As we argue in the paper 8, the overall factor of −2/3 (which indicates the ghostnature)
and the appearance of Bk

2 are quite generic features as long as we want to keep the brane
background flat and would persist even if one considered curvature in the transverse
directions. In itself this is not a problem since we know that the scalar mode is ghostlike
even in ordinary GR. The problem arises as soon as the masspole is shifted from zero, as
we explicitly show in appendix D. The mass shift and decay properties of the propagator
are encoded in Σ and comes entirely from integrating out the bulk modes, as evidenced
by the bulk coupling A that accompanies them. Both the real and imaginary part of
Σ are negative and this was essential in interpreting the healthy mode as a decaying
massive particle, while for the scalar a similar analogy would imply a tachyonic mass
and a negative self energy.
The appearance of a tachyon instability usually signals that the background under

consideration was not a true minimal configuration and would imply in this case that
the choice of using a flat background for the bulk was unsuitable as a starting point. This
is substantiated by the fact that there are known solutions where a flat brane with tension
generates curvature in the transverse directions. We have also seen that the tachyonic
nature of the scalar mass was essential when including a brane tension while keeping
the flat brane background stable. This tentatively suggests that the appearance of a
mass in the linear setup could at least partly be due to forcing the transverse dimensions
to remain essentially flat. If we could find curved background solutions for which the
corresponding Σ1(0) = 0, the problems of both tachyon and ghost would simultaneously
disappear (since Σ2(0) = 0 on general grounds). This would essentially leave ordinary
massless GR on the brane apart from the decaying nature due to gravitons being able to
escape to the bulk, which by itself would serve to weaken gravity on very large distance
scales. If a nonzero mass shift persists on a nonlinear background the ghost nature of
the s field would remain and could then in principle only be cured by an argument a la
Vainshtein, meaning that the brane theory too would have to be nonlinearly completed
below a certain distance scale. Invoking then an Occam’s razor argument it would be
increasingly difficult to justify these extradimensional scenarios as viable alternatives to
purely 4-dimensional theories.

6.5 Extrinsic geometry contributions

To be conclusive in our analysis of the linearized BIG setups we have also considered the
effect of extrinsic geometry contributions, since these will enter at the same perturbative
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level in the action as the other contributions and has previously been conjectured of
perhaps being able to cure the instability problems of the linearized theory. The natural
way such effects will enter is most transparently seen by looking at the Gauss-Codazzi
equation

R = R̄− ΩA

µνΩ
µν

A
+ ΩAµ

µ
Ω ν
A ν (6.5.1)

which relates the D-dimensional Ricci scalar R in terms of a metric GMN to the the
induced Ricci scalar R̄ in terms of the induced metric gµν plus extrinsic geometry contri-
butions. The ΩA

µν fields are related to the second fundamental form and their expression
in terms of the metric is given explicitly in appendix B. Including these contributions
then augments the action studied so far by adding

SΩ = C

�
d4σ

√
g

�
ΩA

µνΩ
µν

A
− ΩAµ

µ
Ω ν
A ν

�
(6.5.2)

where we have allowed for an arbitrary coupling C, but otherwise kept the form of these
contributions consistent with the Gauss-Codazzi relation. As presented in some detail
in paper 8 the addition of this contribution does not effect the solutions at the linearized
level at all. The reason for this is due to the Z2 reflection symmetry in the transverse
dimensions. Although this was an important analysis to perform for these models we
will not dwell on its negative outcome any further.
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7 Outlook:Curved background

As we have argued, the appearance of an instability in the scalar sector at the linearized
level is an indication that we have perturbed around an unsuitable background config-
uration. The fact that there are known vacuum solutions which manage to keep the
brane flat while absorbing the effect of a brane tension into a curvature of the trans-
verse space also suggests that solutions of that type would be a more suitable choice
of background for a perturbative analysis. Since the brane background configuration
is then still Minkowski, one can again make a decomposition of the perturbative mode
into gauge invariant variables. Since the tachyonic mass of the scalar field is no longer
required to keep the brane background stable in the presence of a cosmological constant,
one is tempted to make the following conjectures.
(1.) The bulk background curvature could enter into the brane perturbations in such a

way as to exactly cancel the hard masses of these fields. This would lead to ordinary GR
on-shell while we would still expect to have an unstable nature of these fields off-shell
due to the very physical possibility of gravitons escaping into the bulk. This then would
resemble massless decaying particles in an analogy with QFT.
(2.) The decaying nature of these fields is very physical and should always be expected

irrespective of the hard mass. This would appear as a weakening of gravity as compared
to ordinary GR over long distance scales on the brane. In this scenario then this might
be the reason for the fact that we see an accelerated expansion of the universe when we
use GR to match observations on cosmological scales.
We have started working on addressing these questions. The basic idea then is to first

obtain the correct background solution for the bulk so that any subsequent perturbative
analysis is well defined. Treating the matter fields and the graviton dynamics confined
to the brane as perturbations we then start with an action

SB = −A

�
dDX

√
GBR

B − Λ

�
d4σ

�
gB (7.0.1)

and solve its extremization problem nonlinearly for the background metric G
B

MN
. We

then consider the full BIG action 6.0.1 and perform a linear perturbation analysis of
this, with linearizations

GMN = G
B

MN +HMN , gµν = ηµν + hµν (7.0.2)

Although straightforward in theory, the problem involves many subtleties and technical
difficulties. In particular, the problem very much resembles a general relativistic point
particle problem in the transverse dimensions. This is an ill defined problem in GR due
to the non-localization of energy inherent in the strong equivalence principle. Here we
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are also interested in doing physics on the brane, i.e. at the point itself and not far away
in the bulk. It is then crucial that the source structure actually matches the solution
we consider, which is a problem with some existing solutions. As an example, there
are known Schwartzschild like solutions to the background problem we consider (6; 23).
But the Schwartzschild metric (as well as these solutions) only look like a point source
far way from the source and the source structure does not match a point source at the
location of the source since it has pressure in the radial direction at this point. Another
known issue with these solutions is that they have a naked singularity in the bulk, away
from the brane. We hope to report some progress in the direction of resolving these
issues in the near future.
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8 Summary

In the work presented in this thesis we have analyzed brane induced gravity models,
concentrating on codimension n > 2 models. Working in a gauge invariant formalism
we have been able to effectively track the relevant degrees of freedom, keeping manifest
the symmetries. As an outcome we have seen that these models provide a realization
of 4-dimensional gravity in a spontaneously broken phase, bridging a gap to the Higgs
formalism of gravity. Furthermore, we have been able to establish a clear connection
to massive gravity in the Stückelberg formalism. The ghostlike excitation in the BIG
models can then be understood in analogy with the ghost appearing in generic massive
gravity models. This analogy also imply that the ghostproblem is very generic and will
very likely persist even in a nonlinear analysis. In fact, a criterion on a healthy BIG
theory can be formulated saying that the hard mass must vanish, leaving modifications
only to the self-energy part of the propagator. The tachyonic nature of the ghost is not
really problematic since this will give a positive contribution to the Hamiltonian. Using
a formalism with an effective thickness for the brane we have also demonstrated that
the thickness is an integral part of any modification to the 4-dimensional description as
compared to ordinary general relativity.
We have also included extrinsic geometry contributions in our analysis with the con-

clusion that these will not effect dynamics at the linear level in any way.
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Appendices
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A Higher derivative toy model

In this appendix we study a simple scalar field toy model which illustrates the implica-
tions of having a higher derivative term like (�φ)2 in the Lagrangian. We consider then
as our starting point a Lagrangian of the form

L =
1

2
φ�φ+

1

2Λ2
(�φ)2 − V (φ) (A.0.1)

where Λ is a constant with mass dimension and V (φ) is a potential function. To see
the effect of the (�φ)2 term most clearly we introduce an auxilliary scalar field ψ to the
Lagrangian as follows

�L =
1

2
φ�φ+ ψ�φ− Λ2

2
ψ2 − V (φ) (A.0.2)

This Lagrangian is dynamically equivalent to the previous one as can be seen by inte-
grating out the ψ field using its E.o.M ψ = 1

Λ2�φ. If we stick with the form of �L and

redefine φ = φ̃− ψ we effectively diagonalize �L

�L =
1

2
φ̃�φ̃− 1

2
ψ�ψ − Λ2

2
ψ2 − V (φ̃− ψ) (A.0.3)

and make the unhealthy nature of the kinetic term for ψ manifest, it is a ghost field
with mass given by Λ. We can also see that this is not necessarily a problem though. If
we consider now the Lagrangrian LUV = �L + ψ�ψ, then this is clearly describing the
theory of two healthy scalars. Using the form of �L as written before the diagonalizing
field redefinition we have

LUV =
1

2
φ�φ+ ψ�ψ + ψ�φ− Λ2

2
ψ2 − V (φ) (A.0.4)

The formal solution for ψ is given by

ψ =
�

Λ2 − 2�φ =

�
�
Λ2

+ 2

� �
Λ2

�2

+ . . .

�
φ (A.0.5)

and plugging this back in LUV we find that

LUV = L +�φO

�� �
Λ2

�3
�
φ (A.0.6)

That is, the perfectly healthy theory given by LUV can be written as our original un-
healthy higher derivative theory plus contributions which are of the form of higher order
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operators suppressed by the ghost mass scale Λ. This demonstrates that viewed as an
effective theory, a theory with a ghost instability can still make sense up to some energy
scale Λ. At energies greater than Λ we can in principle cure the effective low energy
theory by adding higher order operators as above.
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B Geometric conventions

In this appendix we specify some geometric conventions for our setup. We consider a
(4+n)-dimensional brane embedded in aD-dimensional bulk. We label bulk indices using
capital latin letters M,N = 0, ..., D − 1, brane indices using greek letters µ, ν = 0, .., 3
and transverse indices using small latin letters i, j = 4, ..., D− 1. The embedding of the
brane coordinates are defined through X

M (σµ) and the split into brane and transverse
space through

X
µ = x

µ

� (σ) = σµ + f
µ(σ) X

i = x
i

⊥(σ) = y
i

0 + f
i(σ) (B.0.1)

where y0 is the brane location. Due to an imposed Z2 reflection symmetry and non-
compactness in the transverse directions we can take y0 = 0 without loss of generality.
The bulk metric is given by GMN (X) and the induced brane metric by its pullback

gµν(σ) = ∂µX
M∂νX

N
GMN (X(σ)) , ∂µX

M =
∂XM

∂σµ
(B.0.2)

Throughout the thesis we use the mostly + convention for the metrics. For the Riemann
and curvature tensor we use the convention

R
B

MAN = ∂MΓ B

AN − ∂AΓ
B

MN + Γ B

ML Γ L

NA − Γ B

AL Γ L

MN (B.0.3)

where

Γ A

MN =
1

2
G

AB (∂MGBN + ∂NGMB − ∂BGMN ) (B.0.4)

is the Levi-Civita connection. The Ricci curvature tensor is defined through RMN =
R

A

MAN
and the Ricci scalar through R = G

MN
RMN . Similar tensors are constructed

out of the brane metric gµν and we will use an overbar to signify such brane quantities,
e.g. R̄µν for the brane Ricci tensor. The extrinsic curvature tensor is given by

Ω A

µν = ∂µ∂νX
A − Γ̄ α

µν ∂αX
A + Γ A

MN ∂µX
M∂νX

N (B.0.5)

and is essentially the covariant derivative of the frame field ∂µXA projected on the brane.
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C Gauge invariant decomposition

In this appendix we go through in detail the decomposition into gauge invariant variables
of a symmetric tensor field. Consider the symmetric tensor fieldHMN . We first construct
a transverse tensor from this through the decomposition

H̄MN = HMN − ∂M

�
∂L

HLN

�

�
− ∂N

�
∂L

HLM

�

�
+ ∂M∂N

∂L∂K

�2
HLK (C.0.1)

By definition then ∂M
H̄MN = 0 = ∂N

H̄MN . At this point we further decompose the
vector parts of the above, separating a transverse and a longitudinal part through

∂L
HLN

� =

�
∂L

HLN

� − ∂N
∂L∂K

�2
HLK

�
+∂N

∂L∂K

�2
HLK ≡ AN +∂N

∂L∂K

�2
HLK (C.0.2)

where now by default ∂N
AN = 0. In terms of these transverse vectors we have

H̄MN = HMN − 2∂(MAN) + ∂M∂N
∂L∂K

�2
HLK (C.0.3)

We then use that from a transverse tensor we can generally construct a transverse and
traceless tensor through

H
⊥
MN = H̄MN − 1

D − 1

�
ηMN − ∂M∂N

�

�
H̄

L

L (C.0.4)

We have for our decomposition

H
⊥
MN = HMN − 2∂(MAN) +

1

D − 1

∂M∂N
�

�
ηLK −D

∂L∂K

�

�
HLK

− 1

D
ηMNH

L

L − 1

D(D − 1)
ηMN

�
ηLK −D

∂L∂K

�

�
HLK (C.0.5)

By defining a scalar field through

Q = − 1

D − 1

1

�

�
ηLK −D

∂L∂K

�

�
HLK (C.0.6)

we can write this as

H
⊥
MN = HMN − 2∂(MAN) − ∂M∂NQ − 1

D
ηMN

�
H

L

L −�Q
�

(C.0.7)
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We then define a new scalar field through the combination

S = H
L

L −�Q (C.0.8)

the reason being that this combination is gauge invariant. We then arrive at the full
decomposition

HMN = H
⊥
MN + 2∂(MAN) + ∂M∂NQ +

1

D
ηMNS (C.0.9)

with

H
⊥L

L
= 0 , ∂M

H
⊥
MN = 0 , ∂L

AL = 0 and S = H
L

L −�Q (C.0.10)

We list again the explicit constructions of the new variables in terms of projection op-
erators

AN = �−1

�
η K

N ∂L − ∂N
∂L∂K

�

�
HLK

Q = − 1

D − 1
�−1

�
ηLK −D

∂L∂K

�

�
HLK

S =
D

D − 1

�
ηLK − ∂L∂K

�

�
HLK (C.0.11)

H
⊥
MN =

�
η L

M η K

N − η K

N

∂L∂M
� − η K

M

∂L∂N
� + 2∂M∂N

∂L∂K

�2
− 1

D
ηMNηLK

−
�

1

D
ηMN − ∂M∂N

�

��
1

D − 1
ηLK − D

D − 1

∂L∂K

�

��
HLK

If we consider the effect of an infinitesimal coordinate transformation δξXM = ξM under
which the metric perturbations transform as δξHMN = −2∂(MξN), we can derive the
following transformation properties

δξAN = −ξN +
∂N∂L

� ξL , δξQ = −2
∂L

� ξL , δξS = 0 , δξH
⊥
MN = 0 (C.0.12)

where we see explicitly that the AN and Q fields are non-invariant while the S and H
⊥
MN

are invariant. From the projection operators one can see that there is in fact a residual
class of transformations with �ξ = 0 for which S and H

⊥
MN

are not invariant, but these
are not relevant in BIG models since these become important only when �HMN = 0.
Also, since the stress-energy tensor is symmetric it can be decomposed in a completely

analogous fashion. In particular, for a constant source TMN = ΛηMN one finds from the
projection operators that the only nonzero mode in such a decomposition is the scalar
mode given by T

Λ
S

= DΛ. This implies of course that such a source can only source the
corresponding scalar mode of the metric.
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D Ghost analysis of the massive propagator

In this appendix we go through the details of the ghost analysis of the graviton propaga-
tor. We first give a general argument on the requirement of the positivity of the residues
of the propagator. We then follow the procedure given by (39) and also (1) to check
explicitly the sign of the residue in our case.

D.1 Requirement on positivity of propagator residue

A simple argument given in (5) goes as follows. Consider the vacuum to vacuum transi-
tion amplitude in the path integral formalism for a generic field ΦA (abstract index A)
coupled to a source T

A.

�out|in� =
�

e
iS =

�
D [ΦA] e

i
�
d4xL [ΦA]+ΦAT

A

(D.1.1)

where L [ΦA] is the quadratic free field Lagrangian density. Integrating out the field ΦA

and Fourier transforming the remaining spacetime expression will generically put this
on the Schwinger source form

�out|in� = e
i
� d4k

(2π)4
T

∗A
DABT

B

(D.1.2)

where DAB is the propagator for the ΦA field, and the necessary reality condition on
the source requires T ∗A(k) = T

A(−k). Assuming the propagator has only simple poles
in the k0 plane, the momentum integral over k0 will pick up the residues at these poles

i

�
dk0 T

∗A
DABT

B = −2π
�

res (D.1.3)

We see now that unless all of these residues are positive, the transition amplitude �out|in�
can grow and in particular be greater than 1 which conflicts with the usual probability
interpretation. Thus, we should require that all of the residues are positive. Another
argument based on the optical theorem also gives the same condition.

D.2 Analysis of propagator residue

For linearized massive gravity the relevant part of the propagator (without kµ’s) is given
on general form by

� �GF �µναβ =
1

k2 +m
2
h

�
1

2
ηµαηνβ +

1

2
ηναηµβ − 1

3
ηµνηαβ

�
+X

1

k2 +m2
s

ηµνηαβ (D.2.1)
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where m
2
h
and m

2
s are the masses squared of the traceless transverse tensor mode h

⊥
µν

and the scalar mode s respectively. Note that for ordinary GR both masses are zero and
X = −1/6 in the above.

In order to study the stress-energy tensor we introduce a basis of independent vectors

k
µ = (k0,�k) , �kµ = (−k0,

�k) , ξµ = (0,��i) , i = 1, 2 (D.2.2)

where ��i ·��j = δij and �k ·��i = 0. Also note that k2 = �k2 and that we may take symmetric
coefficients Cij = C

ji below. We decompose the stress-energy tensor in this basis

T
µν = a k

µ
k
ν + b�kµ�kν + c

ij ξ(µ
i
ξν)
j

+ d k
(µ�kν) + e

i
k
(µξν)

i
+ f

i �k(µξν)
i

(D.2.3)

The momentum dependent basis coefficients can be constrained using the conservation
equation kµT

µν = 0

a k
2 = −d

2
kµ�kµ

b kµ
�kµ = −d

2
k
2 (D.2.4)

e
i
k
2 = −f

i
kµ

�kµ

and also kµkνT
µν = 0

a k
4 + b (kµ�kµ)2 + d k

2
kµ

�kµ (D.2.5)

Using these relations we may eliminate e.g. b, d, f i and write the stress-energy tensor as

T
µν = a

�
k
µ
k
ν +

k
4�kµ�kν

(kα�kα)2
− 2

k
2
k
(µ�kν)

kα
�kα

�
+C

ij ξ(µ
i
ξν)
j

+ e
i

�
k
(µξν)

i
−

k
2�k(µξν)

i

kα
�kα

�
(D.2.6)

with the trace

T = −a

�
k
2 − k

4�k2

(kα�kα)2

�
+ C

11 + C
22 (D.2.7)

A similar decomposition for T ∗ yields trivially

T
∗µν = a

∗

�
k
µ
k
ν +

k
4�kµ�kν

(kα�kα)2
− 2

k
2
k
(µ�kν)

kα
�kα

�
+ C

∗ ij ξ(µ
i
ξν)
j

+ e
∗ i

�
k
(µξν)

i
−

k
2�k(µξν)

i

kα
�kα

�

(D.2.8)
and

T
∗ = −a

∗

�
k
2 − k

4�k2

(kα�kα)2

�
+ C

∗ 11 + C
∗ 22 (D.2.9)

We note that the reality condition T
∗µν(k) = T

µν(−k) implies the relations

a
∗(k) = a(−k) , C

∗ ij(k) = C
ij(−k) , e

∗ i(k) = −e
i(−k) (D.2.10)
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We define, for convenience

P = 1− k
2�k2

(kα�kα)2
≥ 0 (D.2.11)

From the above we then find that

T
∗
µνT

µν = |C11|2 + |C22|2 + 2|C12|2 − 1

2

�
|e1|2 + |e2|2

�
k
2 · P + |a|2k4 · P 2 (D.2.12)

and

T
∗
T = |C11 +C

22|2 + |a|2k4 · P 2 −
�
a
∗ �

C
11 + C

22
�
+ a

�
C

∗ 11 + C
∗ 22��

k
2 · P (D.2.13)

It is obvious that both of the above expressions are positive by themselves (k2 ≤ 0 here).
Hence we can immediately conclude that the residue at the scalar mode pole, k2 = −m

2
s,

can only be non-ghostlike if X > 0 in the propagator. Thus even in ordinary Einstein
gravity the scalar mode is in fact a ghost.
We proceed to consider then the tensor mode part of the propagator. We write this

part

T
∗
µνT

µν − 1

3
T
∗
T =

2

3

����
C

11 + C
22

2
+ ak

2 · P
����
2

+
1

2
|C11 − C

22|2 + 2|C12|2

−1

2

�
|e1|2 + |e2|2

�
k
2 · P (D.2.14)

Clearly the tensor part is non-ghostlike by itself.
We also consider separately the case when both masses are equal, m2

h
= m

2
s = m

2.
The full propagator then has the structure

1

k2 +m2

�
T
∗
µνT

µν +
1

Y
T
∗
T

�
(D.2.15)

where Y = 3/(3X − 1) in terms of the scalar mode variable X defined previously. For
ordinary General Relativity, Y = −2. In fact we can write

T
∗
µνT

µν − 1

2 + δ
T
∗
T =

1 + δ

2 + δ

����
C

11 + C
22

1 + δ
+ ak

2 · P
����
2

+2|C12|2 − 1

2

�
|e1|2 + |e2|2

�
k
2 · P (D.2.16)

+
1

1 + δ

�
δ|C11|2 + δ|C22|2 − (C∗ 11

C
22 + C

∗ 22
C

11)

�

which is positive for any δ ≥ 1. We also see that in the special case of δ = 0 we can
combine the first and last terms into a perfect square provided k

2 = 0, i.e. only for a
massless graviton on-shell. This then serves to show that as far as ghostfree theories
are concerned, GR is an isolated point at X = −6 which is healthy since the tensor
and scalar modes are both massless. A theory with massive modes must have the scalar
mode healthy by itself, i.e. a positive X.
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1 Introduction and results

“Brane induced gravity” (BIG) [1, 2] (for a review see [3]) is regarded as providing one of the
few promising frameworks for addressing the cosmological constant problem [4] in the sense
of explaining how the observed value of vacuum energy could be so small as compared to
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the types of values inferred from quantum field theory [5, 6] (other approaches include [7, 8],
for reviews see [9–11]). In its basic form, the model regards the 4-dimensional universe as a
3-brane in a non-compact (4 + n)-dimensional bulk spacetime. Gravitational dynamics arise
from Einstein-Hilbert actions both in the bulk and on the brane. Bulk gravity absorbs the
e!ect of brane cosmological constant, leaving behind e!ectively 4-dimensional gravity on the
brane with a “filtered out” cosmological constant. Unfortunately consistent constructions
are still lacking, for example, issues related to the presence of a tachyonic ghost mode have
not been resolved satisfactorily. Hence more work is needed to obtain consistent working
models of this type.1

1.1 An overview of BIG, its promise and problems

Let’s briefly review the origin, workings and shortcomings of the model.

Historical background and motivation. In ordinary Einstein-Hilbert gravity a cosmo-
logical constant " in a 3+1 dimensional spacetime gives rise to a de Sitter metric. However,
if this specetime is a 3-brane embedded in a 4 + n dimensional bulk, then it is known that
bulk gravity has classical solutions in which " (which is the same as the brane tension) curves
directions transverse to the brane while the metric along the 3-brane remains flat, provided
n > 1 [14–16]. This eliminates " from the brane point of view at the level of classical
solutions. But in this model, gravity is a (4 + n)-dimensional force.

To get e!ectively 4-dimensional gravity on the brane without compactifying the extra
dimensions, Dvali, Gabadadze and Porrati [1, 2] proposed adding to the bulk gravity action,
a 4-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action for the brane induced metric. Such brane localized
actions, along with extra corrections, naturally arise in field theory [17] as well as in string
theory [18–23] setups, hence the name brane induced gravity. However, for phenomenological
reasons, the parameters have to be tuned to make the brane localized action dominant. The
n = 1 case is the well studied DGP model [1, 3]. It is special in that it does not su!er
from tachyon/ghost problems. But it is also not adequate for addressing the cosmological
constant problem in the sense stated above. In [5, 6] it was argued that models with n > 2
should be able to filter out a brane cosmological constant, making gravity on the brane less
sensitive to it, while at the same time giving rise to essentially 4 dimensional gravitational
interactions on the brane. These arguments were mainly based on the classical solutions
of [14, 15] described above.2

Beside the classical solutions, most of the explicit work on BIG with n > 2 has focused,
for reasons of technical simplicity, on the " = 0 case, analyzing the propagation of linearized
metric fluctuations for a flat brane, in flat bulk spacetime. The purpose is to, from this, glean
information on infrared modifications of gravity that would eventually result in filtering out
". In particular, one finds that for appropriate values of parameters in the action, gravity
can be made e!ectively 4-dimensional over a desired range of distances. It will also contain
massive unstable gravitons [2, 5, 6, 27]. Beyond this range (say, for distances of the order
of the size of the Universe), the emergent unstable graviton, with a small but momentum
dependent mass, produces infrared modifications of gravity. This is supposed to be relevant
to filtering out ", as suggested by the classical solutions mentioned above.

1In this paper we will not discuss variants of the basic setup like cascading gravity [12] that address the
ghost issue [13].

2The n = 2 models also filter out ! but they share features of both n = 1 and n > 2 models and are
discussed in some detail in [24–26].
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Problematic issues. The above picture looks promising, except for some important issues
that arise in the analysis carried out so far, and that need to be better understood and
resolved. We describe five issues below.

(1) The evidence in [5, 6] that BIG would filter out a brane cosmological constant is mostly
based on the existence of the classical solutions of [14, 15] that are supposed to describe
how " curves the space transverse to the brane. However a closer examination shows
that in the vicinity of the brane, the source structure implied by these solutions does
not correspond to the brane source (which is a common problem of brane solutions).
This means that a detailed analysis of fluctuations (needed to obtain the e!ective
4-dimensional gravity on the brane) cannot be carried out around existing classical
solutions.3 To avoid this problem, in this paper we start with a flat background ap-
proximation and try to glean information about the e!ects of background curvature
sourced by the brane.

(2) Second, as pointed out in [28], the analysis of BIG in a flat background approximation
indicates the presence of a tachyonic ghost mode and, therefore, an inconsistency of
the model. This is a major drawback and resolving the ghost problem is crucial for
developing these models further. It is easy to see that a ghost generically appears in
massive gravity theories unless it is given an infinite mass, as in Fierz-Pauli gravity [29–
33]. But in BIG around flat background, the tachyonic ghost cannot be avoided easily.
There have been attempts to evade the problem by modifying the setup [13, 27, 34],
but a satisfactory resolution is still lacking.

(3) The third issue is the mode of realization of the gauge symmetry, in this case 4-
dimensional general covariance on the brane. This is related to the structure of the
e!ective theory on the brane. It is known that in both Fierz-Pauli massive gravity, as
well as in Higgs gravity setups (see [35, 36]), a graviton mass is related to the breaking
of 4-d general covariance. However, in BIG, the starting theory is manifestly invariant
under bulk and brane gauge transformations, while at the same time 4-d gravitons
acquire an e!ective mass. In usual treatments this result is obtained after gauge fixing
which obscures the nature of symmetries of the e!ective theory. How is the generation
of mass related to the realization of symmetry in BIG models?

(4) The fourth issue is a more detailed understanding of the technical aspects of the result-
ing modified gravity on the brane and its response to the cosmological constant, both
in flat and curved background approximations. Technically, a zero thickness brane
should consistently be replaced by one with an e!ective width [2, 17, 23], before a
quantitative investigation of graviton mass, its decay and other possible modifications
of the gravitational force. It is also important to see explicitly how a cosmological
constant a!ects the situation. In this paper such an analysis is carried out in the flat
background approximation.

(5) Related to this is the fifth issue of naturalness of scales in BIG, at least based on some
elementary considerations. The basic BIG model contains bulk and brane Planck scales,
say, M" and MP , respectively, as free parameters. For a realistic MP ! 1019 GeV,
to insure that the resulting IR modifications of gravity are not too large, the bulk

3Progress in this direction will be reported elsewhere.
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gravity scale M" should be unnaturally low (< 10#3 eV for n " 2), corresponding to
strongly coupled bulk gravity [2]. The e!ective brane thickness introduces another scale,
though often this is taken to be related to M" [17, 23]. But a non-zero " also a!ects
the identification of the gravitational constant and other standard model couplings,
influencing the problem of scales. Taking this into account is important since as a viable
theory BIG should remain calculable at the interacting level and should not generate
new hierarchy problems. It is not obvious that BIG could meet these requirements.

Considering the potential ramifications of brane induced gravity for the cosmological
constant problem, we revisit these models and analyze them in some depth in the hope of
gaining a better understanding of the issues outlined above. This work address some of these
issues directly, and hopefully sheds light on, and sharpens the context of, the rest.

1.2 Overview and discussion of our results

This subsection contains a description of our results and their implications. We concentrate
mainly on codimension n > 2 BIG models relevant to the cosmological constant problem and
allow for the addition of extrinsic curvature terms and a brane cosmological constant (brane
tension) ". In this model, we study linearized metric fluctuations around a background
configuration which is approximated as a flat 3-brane in a flat bulk spacetime (for the reason
explained under item (1) of the previous subsection). The crucial point is that the presence of
a small brane cosmological constant does not invalidate the flat background approximation.

Spontaneous breaking of general covariance. The basic variables are the bulk metric
GMN and the brane embedding functions xM (!). The symmetries are the brane and bulk
general coordinate transformations, involving !µ and XM , respectively. The standard gauge
choice (Monge or static gauge for the brane, and harmonic gauge for the bulk symmetries) is
natural for bulk physics but obscures the nature of symmetries of the e!ective brane theory.
Thus, with a focus on 4-dimensional physics, we work with gauge invariant variables and
the induced metric gµ! = GMN"µxM"!xN , that naturally couples to brane matter. The
outcome is that, beside the usual gauge invariant parts of the metric, we encounter 4 new
gauge invariant variables. These are closely related to Stückelberg fields used to restore
gauge invariance in Fierz-Pauli massive gravity. The 4-dimensional e!ective action, obtained
after integrating out all extra dimensional modes, depends on these variables, and through
them, on gauge dependent components of the metric. This explicitly demonstrates how
4-dimensional general covariance is spontaneously broken by the bulk-brane setup in the
e!ective 4-dimensional theory, whereas all symmetries are manifest in the starting action.
Thus, BIG naturally implement a gravitational Higgs mechanism of the sort discussed in [35,
36]. These issues are discussed in sections 6 and 7.

Explicit analysis of graviton mass and decay. To study graviton propagation on
the brane, one has to consider thick branes to avoid divergences associated with vanish-
ing brane width. It is then known that integrating out bulk modes contributes a “self-
energy” term to the 4-dimensional graviton propagator, giving, schematically (see equa-
tions (3.15), (3.16), (2.14)),

O(0,2)
µ!"#

Bk2 + A#n#2N (0,2)#(k)
. (1.1)
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A and B are inverse Newton constants in d and 4 dimensions, # is the brane width and the
superscripts refer to spin 0 and 2 modes of graviton. The scale of graviton mass is set by
A#n#2/B, taken to be very small for phenomenological reasons.

(1) After reviewing the well known problem of the tachyonic ghost nature of the spin 0
mode, we use a Gaussian profile for the brane thickness to explicitly extract from #(k)
a mass term, a decay width and a momentum dependent modification of the Newton
constant for the healthy spin 2 mode. All this hinges on the fact that, as we show, the
standard perturbative treatment of unstable particles in quantum field theory remains
applicable for small graviton masses.

(2) The suppression of the probability for graviton escape into the bulk, resulting in e!ec-
tively 4-dimensional gravity on the brane, is demonstrated using the optical theorem.

Suppression of cosmological constant. In Einstein-Hilbert gravity, a cosmological con-
stant ", however small, destabilizes flat space, giving rise to de Sitter or anti de Sitter
spacetimes. In BIG, a brane " can curve directions transverse to the brane, leaving the
brane metric flat. However, in the analysis of BIG around a flat background, commonly em-
ployed to extract more detailed information about brane gravity, the setup does not allow for
absorbing " in the curvature of extra dimensions. But, as discussed in section 4, the theory
compensates for this and neutralizes " using a #(0) #= 0 piece of the self-energy in the scalar
mode propagator, closely related to its tachyonic mass. This leaves the brane metric flat,4

and only modifies gravitational and non-gravitational couplings. Based on this analysis, the
following observations should be made:

(1) As far as filtering out " is concerned, the tachyonic mass of the scalar ghost replaces the
function of a background curvature (as an artifact of flat background approximation)
and is not unhealthy. In fact, the mass is tachyonic only with respect to the wrong sign
of the ghost kinetic term, but has a positive contribution to the energy.

(2) The momentum dependence of #(k), which determines the graviton decay width and
normalizes the gravitational coupling, has no bearing on the suppression of " (which
is entirely due to #(0)). This is to be contrasted with the more general degravitation

mechanisms [37] where a momentum dependent gravitational coupling could make the
theory less sensitive to ". But the outcome of n > 2 BIG is closer to the scenario
in [38], more closely modeled around massive gravity.

(3) In some of the literature on BIG, the suppression of " is heuristically explained in terms
of 3-brane gravity becoming 4 + n-dimensional, hence weaker, at very large distances.
This truly is the behaviour of n = 1 theory which, however, does not filter out ". A
closer inspection of the propagator in n > 2 models shows that brane gravity at large
distances remains 4-dimensional and is dominated by #(0), related to graviton mass,
which suppresses ".

(4) A lesson from this analysis is that the flat background approximation to BIG remains
valid in the presence of a small cosmological constant, with implications for the reso-
lution of the ghost problem to be discussed below.

4The n > 2 BIG only attempts to explain why one does not observe a large cosmological constant. At
least in this form, it does not explain the observed recent accelerated expansion due to a very small !.
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Extrinsic curvature e"ects. Derivations of the BIG action in string theory setups also
produce terms dependent on the extrinsic curvature of the brane. One may wonder if ne-
glecting these terms has an e!ect on the ghost problem. The analysis in section 5 shows that
these terms have no e!ect on brane gravity at the linearized level. This may be disappointing
from the point of view of the ghost problem but also shows that these terms do not drastically
modify gravity on the brane.

Status of the ghost problem. In equation (1.1) for the graviton propagators in BIG,

O(0,2)
µ!"# contain the tensor structure. This is exactly the same as the tensor structure of

Einstein-Hilbert gravity in 4 dimensions (obtainable by setting A = 0). It is known that
with this tensor structure, the theory is ghost free only for zero masses. Any non-zero mass
pole implies a ghost, as is the case with BIG.5 Resolving this problem is crucial for any
eventual application of BIG. We do not achieve this in this paper, but sharpen the context
of the problem.

(1) As a warm up consider the following puzzle: the BIG action can arise within seemingly
consistent setups, like the string theory setup of [18]. How can these consistent setups
lead to a ghost inconsistency? To answer this, note that the identification of ghost
in BIG hinges on the # term in (1.1) being a small self-energy correction. This is
obviously the case in the phenomenologically interesting regime of small graviton mass
(! A#n#2/B) which requires that the brane Einstein-Hilbert action dominates over the
bulk one. If this is not the case, then either the ghost may have a large mass, beyond the
regime of validity of the low-energy e!ective action, or #(k) may contain appreciable
corrections to Bk2 making the above interpretation of the propagator meaningless.
This is the case in the string theory regime of [18] where, for a small string coupling
gs, A ! 1/g2

s dominates over B ! 1/gs (assuming # ! g0
s), the propagator is essentially

##1(k), and gravity is d-dimensional and ghost free. On the other hand, assuming
#4 ! gs and n = 4 (more natural for D3-branes), the mass is at string scale.

(2) Could the appearance of ghost (in the phenomenologically interesting cases) be related
to the use of flat background approximation, ignoring " and its back reaction on bulk
geometry? As discussed in section 4, since our analysis is already valid for a small ",
one can answer this in the negative by a continuity argument: that in any case, the
small " limit should correspond to our result which is not ghost free.

One may formulate a sharper criterion: in a gravitational background sourced by a
brane ", the metric along the brane remains flat, hence the background mostly a!ects
gravitational dynamics in the bulk. In terms of the propagators in (1.1), the curved
background mostly a!ects the A-dependent self-energy term #, leaving Bk2 and ten-
sor structure unchanged. Then in the phenomenologically interesting regime of small
mass, where the B term dominates, the propagator has the same structure as in flat
background. The discussion above then shows that the ghost mode can be avoided only
if the new self-energy term satisfies #curved(0) = 0, implying no hard masses. This can
be regarded as the constraint on admissible ghost free backgrounds, if any. For more
on this see the concluding section.

5The ghost can also be avoided by changing the tensor structure gravity in BIG for example, as in [27, 34]
but that introduces vDVZ type discontinuity in the free theory. These could be avoided in the non-linear
regime by the Vainshtein mechanism [39, 40], but we will not consider such alternatives here.
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(3) In the 4-dimensional e!ective action for BIG derived in section 7, the ghost can be
related to the Stückelberg-like fields that arise in the gauge invariant formalism, and
hence to the spontaneous breakdown of general covariance. This underlines the simi-
larity with the ghost in standard massive gravity and in Higgs gravity.

1.3 Organization of the paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce the model and detail
the setup for the analysis. Gauge invariant variables are introduced and a brane thickness
profile is used to avoid divergences associated with zero-thickness branes.

In section 3, we solve the equations for the basic BIG model and review the tachyonic
ghost problem. The suppression of graviton escape into bulk is described in terms of the
optical theorem. We then carry out an explicit analysis of the graviton propagator, extract-
ing from it a mass, a decay width and a modulation of the gravitational coupling. It is
shown in the process that standard perturbative QFT methods remain applicable for small
graviton masses.

In section 4, we consider the e!ect of a small brane cosmological constant " in the flat
background approximation, showing that for codimension n > 2, it is filtered out by the
tachyonic scalar mass. The tachyon problem is dismissed. The ghost problem is argued to
survive, even when the theory is analyzed in a background sourced by ", except for special
backgrounds (if they exist at all) that do not make brane gravity massive.

In section 5, we solve the equations in the presence of extrinsic curvature terms that
generically arise in derivations of the BIG action. It is shown that they have no e!ect
whatsoever on the brane gravity.

In section 6, we revisit massive Fierz-Pauli gravity with Stückelberg fields in terms of
gauge invariant variables. In particular, it is shown that the correct solutions can be obtained
from a 1-parameter family of actions.

In section 7, we derive an e!ective action for the brane gravity by integrating out bulk
related modes. We construct a 1-parameter family of e!ective actions that reproduce the
correct solution and, generically, contain Stückelberg fields. This shows that gauge dependent
modes of metric do not decouple, implying a spontaneous breakdown of 4-dimensional general
covariance. The relation to the gravitational Higgs mechanism is also pointed out. The
conclusions are summarized in section 8, and the appendix contains a brief discussion of
gauge invariant variables and related zero mode issues.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the brane induced gravity model and describe our setup for
its analysis: the use of gauge invariant variables, description of thick branes in terms of a
density profile and its use as a regulator. Finally we consider the bulk-brane relations and
the appearance of 4 new gauge invariant variables peculiar to the bulk-brane setup.

2.1 The model and its origins

In brane induced gravity models, the Universe is regarded as a 3-brane with coordinates !µ

(µ = 0, · · · , 3) embedded in a non-compact (d = 4 + n)-dimensional bulk spacetime with
coordinates xM through xM (!). In the basic model, dynamics of gravity is governed by an
Einstein-Hilbert action Sbulk

EH for the bulk metric GMN (x) and a similar action Sbrane
EH for the

brane induced metric, gµ! = "µxM"!xNGMN , sourced by brane matter Sbrane
m [1, 2]. In this
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paper, we also allow for adding a brane tension (brane cosmological constant) term Sbrane
!

and extrinsic curvature corrections Sbrane
" , to be specified later. Then,6

S = $A

!
ddx

%
$GR(d) $ B

!
d4!

%
$gR(4) + Sbrane

" + Sbrane
! + Sbrane

m . (2.1)

As argued in [1, 2, 17], such models naturally arise in braneworld setups as a result of
integrating out massive matter on the brane following [42]. More specifically, they were
shown to arise in non-supersymmetric string theory, as a result of closed string scattering o!
D-branes [18, 19] where the action (2.1), including Sbrane

" can be computed explicitly.7 At
this order in the $$ perturbation theory, there are also bulk R2 terms, in the Gauss-Bonnet
combination, that do not contribute to our analysis, as well as terms involving other massless
string states that are ignored here. A di!erent string theory realization was proposed in [20].
Here for the couplings A, B, etc. we do not use their calculated high energy values, but treat
them as low energy phenomenological parameters.

The d = 5 model is the well known DGP model that has been extensively investigated.
As argued in [5, 6] it cannot address the problem of the observed smallness of cosmological
constant. d = 6 is also special and was investigated in [24–26]. Below, we are interested
mainly in d > 6 models.

2.2 Flat background and gauge invariant variables

We investigate brane induced gravity at the linearized level around a flat background, which
is technically the easiest and a good first approximation. Consider a flat bulk with a flat
brane and split {xM} into {xµ

|| , x
i
%}, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to the brane.

The flat brane corresponds to xµ
|| = !µ, xi

% = yi
0 (constants). Linearizing GMN (x), gµ!(!)

and xM (!) around this background gives the fluctuations HMN , hµ! , fµ and yi,

GMN = %MN + HMN(x) , gµ! = %µ! + hµ!(!) , (2.2)

xµ
||(!) = !µ + fµ(!) , xi

%(!) = yi
0 + yi(!) . (2.3)

To first order, h(x(!)) = h(x||), etc., and the fluctuations are related by the linearized
pullback equation hµ!(x||) = Hµ!(x||, y0) + "µf! + "!fµ. Infinitesimal bulk and brane di!eo-
morphisms transform the fluctuations as,

&xM = 'M : &$HMN = $2"(M 'N) , &$hµ! = 0 , &$f
µ = 'µ ,

&!µ = (µ : &%HMN = 0 , &%hµ! = $2"(µ(!) , &%fµ = $(µ .
(2.4)

The last equation arises since xM (!) are scalars under brane di!eomorphism so that &%fµ &
&%xµ = $(!&µ

! . The fµ play a role similar to Stückelberg fields in massive gravity.
To solve the equations of motion, we use gauge invariant variables instead of gauge

fixing transformations (2.4).8 This disentangles the spin 0 and spin 2 modes of the graviton

6We follow the sign conventions of Weinberg in [41].
7The calculation of [18, 19] leads to the expected behaviour of A ! g!2

s and B ! g!1
s with the string

coupling gs. Mass dimensions are supplied by the string tension, 1/!". A curious feature of their result is that
while, A > 0, one gets B < 0. Also, the relative sign between Sbrane

EH and Sbrane
! is opposite to what appears

in the Gauss-Codazzi equation. However, for the BIG results to be relevant to phenomenology, we must take
B > 0 and adjust the parameter values appropriately, as will be specified later.

8Customarily, one fixes static (Monge) gauge, fµ = 0, on the xµ(") and harmonic gauge on HMN .
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and promotes fµ to new gauge invariant variables. The bulk field HMN decomposes as

HMN = H%
MN + "MAN + "NAM + "M"N$ +

1

d
%MN S (2.5)

where "MH%
MN = 0,H%M

M = 0, and "MAM = 0. Then, H%
MN and S are gauge invariant

while AM and $ give rise to the transformations of HMN in (2.4). The relevant projection
operators are listed in appendix A. The bulk Einstein-Hilbert action becomes,

Sbulk
EH = $A

4

!
ddx

"
"LHMN"LHMN $ "LH"LH + 2"LH"NHLN $ 2"MHMN"LHLN

#

= $A

4

!
ddx

$
"LH%MN"LH%

MN $ (d $ 2)(d $ 1)

d2
"LS"LS

%
, (2.6)

where gauge dependent terms drop out. To obtain the contribution to the equation of
motion from the second line, express the variations &H%

NM and &S in terms of &HMN using
the projection operators in appendix A. The linearized Einstein-Hilbert operator becomes,

(EdH)MN =
1

2
!dH

%
MN +

d $ 2

2d
("M"N $ %MN!d) S . (2.7)

Similarly, the induced brane field hµ! is decomposed as

hµ! = h%
µ! + "µa! + "!aµ + "µ"!) +

1

4
%µ! s , (2.8)

where "µh%
µ! = 0, h%µ

µ = 0 and "µaµ = 0. h%
µ! and s are gauge invariant. The brane Einstein-

Hilbert action Sbrane
EH and operator (E4h)µ! can be read o! from (2.6) and (2.7) for d = 4,

after appropriate field replacements. There are also new gauge invariant variables based on
fµ and yi to be introduced later in equations (2.18) and (5.7).

2.3 Thick branes and “blurred” quantities

Solving the equations of motion involves the massless scalar propagator in d dimensions,

G(x|| $ x$
||, x% $ x$

%) = $
!

d4k

!
dnq

eik(x||#x"
||)+iq(x##x"

#)

k2 + q2 $ i*
. (2.9)

kµ and qi denote momenta parallel and transverse to the brane. For two points restricted to
lie on a zero thickness brane, xi

% = x$i
% = yi

0 and the q integral in G(x|| $ x$
||, 0) diverges for

n > 1. Correspondingly, a bulk field S sourced by a brane localized source &(x% $ y0)T (x||),
i.e., S(x||, x% $ y0) =

&
d4x$

||G(x|| $ x$
||, x% $ y0)T (x||) also diverges as x% ' y0. Hence, the

restriction of such bulk fields to the brane is ill defined. Essentially, a zero thickness brane
is a point source in transverse directions leading to a |x% $ y0|#(n#2) divergence, as in the
Coulomb or Yukawa potentials.

This problem is resolved by realizing that dynamics give branes a form factor and hence
an e!ective thickness, as discussed in [43] for D-branes and in [17] for solitonic branes. This is
taken into account by replacing &(x% $ y0) by a brane thickness profile function, P (x%$ y0),
with normalization

&
dnx%P = 1. Then, the divergent brane restriction S(x||, 0) of the bulk

field is replaced by the “blurred” field (S)(x||), a weighted average over the brane width,

(S)(x||) =

!
dnx%P (x% $ y0)S(x||, x% $ y0) , (2.10)
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With Fourier transform conventions P (x%$ y0) =
&

dnq 'P (q)eiq(x##y0), one gets the momen-
tum space equation

('S)(k) = (2+)n
!

dnq 'P (q) 'S(k, q) . (2.11)

In the same way, the divergent brane restricted propagator G(x|| $ x$
||, 0) gets replaced

by its well defined thick brane analogue,

(G)(x|| $ x$
||) =

!
dnx%dnx$

% P (x% $ y0)G(x|| $ x$
||, x% $ x$

%)P (x$
% $ y0) . (2.12)

Physically, this is the propagation amplitude from x|| to x$
|| located on the brane, with

a small delocalization in the transverse directions. This does not yet take into account
physical e!ects due to the presence of the brane. However, this construct will contribute to
the physical propagators and the interesting physics associated with it will be discussed in
the next section.

The corresponding momentum space expression (with 'P depending only on q2) is

( 'G)(k) = $(2+)n
!

dnq

(
'P (q)

)2

k2 + q2 $ i*
. (2.13)

Again, for a zero-thickness brane, 'P = 1 and the expression diverges for n > 1. For thick
branes, 'P (q) e!ectively implements a UV regularization at high q through a length scale
associated with the brane width, #. Earlier, a non-zero brane width has been used to
justify implementing a sharp cuto! ! 1/# on the q integral [23, 27], or solving the equations
separately outside and inside the thick brane [17, 34]. Here, we will explicitly retain a smooth
profile function 'P through which the results depend on the brane width #. Such dependences
are not a!ected by the actual form of P , that encodes high energy e!ects and which will only
change the numerics.

Since the normalized P has mass dimension n, 'P (q) is dimensionless. Then rotational
invariance in the transverse space means it only depends on the combination q2#2. This
implies (after simple manipulations in (2.13)),

( 'G)(k) =
1

#n#2
##1(#2k2) , (2.14)

depending on k only through u = #2k2. The expression captures the form of divergence as
# ' 0. Later, # will appear in the same way as a self-energy correction in quantum field
theory, hence the notation. Note that wn( 'G) has the correct dimension for a propagator.

The use of the brane e!ective width # means that the theory is valid for describing
interactions of transverse gravitons with the brane as long as q < 1/#. Probing the brane at
shorter scales is meaningless in the low energy theory. To insure that interactions too cannot
probe beyond the brane width, the e!ective theory must also be restricted to u = (k#)2 < 1,
for momenta along the brane.

For the most part we do not need the functional form of P . But for explicit calculations,
a natural choice, motivated by [20], is the Gaussian form,9

P (x%) =
1

(#
%

2+)n
e#(x#/2&)2 , 'P (q) =

1

(2+)n
e#q2&2/2 . (2.15)

The profile function can also be discussed in a covariant setup, but that is not needed here.

9In contrast with a sharp cut-o" on q, a Gaussian eP (q) leads to a non-negative P (x#"y0), consistent with
its interpretation as a thickness profile. The main results are not a"ected by these choices.
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2.4 Bulk-brane relations

For a thick brane, the pullback equation relating bulk and brane metric fluctuations becomes,

hµ! = (Hµ!) + "µf! + "!fµ , (2.16)

with only x|| dependences. Note that fields intrinsically defined on the brane are not a!ected
by the “blurring” procedure (2.10). Then, using (2.5) and (2.8) gives,

(H%)µ! = h%
µ! $ "µF! $ "!Fµ $ %µ!

*
1

d
(S) $ 1

4
s

+
. (2.17)

The Fµ are new variables invariant under both bulk and brane gauge transformations,

Fµ = fµ + (Aµ) $ aµ +
1

2
"µ(($) $ )) . (2.18)

The gauge dependent variables in Fµ do not appear in the action (2.1). However, solving
the equations of motion requires either gauge fixing or using gauge invariant variables along
with (2.17). Thus, in bulk-brane setups, gauge variant variables survive through Fµ and
contribute to the solutions for the brane fields s and h%. The implication of this as a broken
phase realization of 4-dimensional general covariance is discussed in the last section.

3 The basic brane induced gravity model

In this section, we review and further investigate the solutions of the basic BIG model [1, 2]
based on bulk and brane Einstein-Hilbert actions of (2.1) but without Sbrane

! and Sbrane
" . First,

we solve the linearized equations of motion for the brane fields and review the tachyon/ghost
problem [28]. The propagator is then analyzed in depth, extracting a mass, a decay width
and a modulation of the gravitational coupling. The suppression of graviton decay into the
bulk is explained with the help of the optical theorem. The reader not interested in the details
of solving the equations of motion can directly jump to the solutions (3.15) and (3.16).

3.1 Equation of motion and solutions

For the basic BIG model, the linearized equation of motion for HMN expressed in terms of
Einstein-Hilbert operators (2.7) and for thick branes, takes the form

A(EdH)MN + P (x% $ y0)

*
B(E4h)µ! +

1

2
T µ!

+
&M
µ &N

! = 0 . (3.1)

In our momentum space conventions, it becomes10 (with pM = {kµ, qi}),

$ A

$
(k2 + q2) 'H%MN +

d $ 2

d

,
pMpN $ %MN (k2 + q2)

- 'S
%

(k,q)

$ 'P (q)

$
B

*
k2'h%µ! +

1

2

,
kµk! $ %µ!k2

-
's
+
$ 'T µ!

%

(k)

&M
µ &N

! = 0 . (3.2)

This is to be combined with the surface equation (2.17). In the following, the i* terms in
the bulk propagator are not always written explicitly, but are finally included in the blurred
propagator (2.13).

10The (µ#) components alone can determine the brane fields, but it is more convenient to use all equations.
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The %MN -trace of (3.2) determines 'S in terms of 's,

'S(k, q) = $ d

A(d $ 1)(d $ 2)

'P (q)

k2 + q2 $ i*

*
'T µ
µ +

3

2
B k2 's

+

(k)

. (3.3)

Restricting to the brane by using (2.11) and the expression for ( 'G) in (2.13), one gets,

('S)(k) =
d

A(d $ 1)(d $ 2)
( 'G)

*
'T µ
µ +

3

2
B k2 's

+

(k)

. (3.4)

For later convenience, we express 'S(k, q) in terms of ('S)(k),

'S(k, q) = $
'P (q)

k2 + q2

1

( 'G)
('S) . (3.5)

The (µ, i) components give (since “blurring” now involves integrating over an odd func-
tion of qi),

'H%µi(k, q) = $d $ 2

d

kµqi

k2 + q2
'S(k, q) , * ( 'H%)µi(k) = 0 . (3.6)

However, note that using (3.5), and the transversality of H%, one gets,

(qi
'H%µi)(k) = $k!( 'H%)µ! =

d $ 2

d

('g)
( 'G)

kµ('S) . (3.7)

where we introduce a new function ('g)(k) (that will drop out of most expressions),

('g) = (2+)n
!

dnq
q2 'P 2

(k2 + q2)2
. (3.8)

The (i, j) components give,

'H%ij(k, q) = $d $ 2

d

*
qiqj

k2 + q2
$ %ij

+
'S(k, q) . (3.9)

From this one can immediately see that (qi
'H%ij) = 0 and, for i #= j, ( 'H%ij) = 0. However,

( 'H%j
j )(k) =

d $ 2

d

.
('g)
( 'G)

+ n

/

('S) , (qiqj
'H%ij)(k) = $d $ 2

d
k2 ('g)

( 'G)
('S) . (3.10)

The surface equation (2.17), on taking a trace and a double divergence, gives

( 'H%µ
µ ) = $2ikµ 'Fµ $ 4

d
('S) + 's , kµk!( 'H%)µ! = $k2

*
2ikµ 'Fµ +

1

d
('S) $ 1

4
's
+

. (3.11)

Since ( 'H%µ
µ ) = $( 'H%i

i ) and kµk!( 'H%)µ! = (qiqj
'H%ij)(k), on using (3.10), (3.11) become,

2ikµFµ =

0

(d$2)

.
('g)
( 'G)

+n

/

$4

1
('S)
d

+'s , 2ikµFµ =

0

(d$2)
('g)
( 'G)

$1

1
('S)
d

+
's
4

. (3.12)
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Eliminating kµ
'Fµ gives a relation between ('S) and 's as,

(d $ 1)(d $ 5)

d
('S) = $3

4
's . (3.13)

Substituting back in the expression for kµ
'Fµ determines it in terms of 's. Combining this

with the divergence of (2.17) and then using (3.7) leads to the solution for the 'Fµ fields,

'Fµ = $ i

4

kµ

k2
U 's , where , U =

1

2

d $ 2

(d $ 5)(d $ 1)

.

n $ 3
('g)
( 'G)

/

. (3.14)

Finally, combining (3.13) with (3.4) gives the solution (3.15) below for 's in terms of T = T µ
µ .

The (µ, ,) components of (3.2) can be solved for H%
µ! . One can then compute ( 'H%

µ!)
using (3.5). Using (2.17), this becomes an equation for 'h%

µ! in terms of 'S, 's and Fµ all of

which are known in terms of 'Tµ! . Thus one has the final solutions,

's(k) = $ 2

3B

1

k2 + A
B

d#2
2(d#5) ( 'G)#1

'T , (3.15)

'h%
µ! =

1

B

1

k2 $ A
B ( 'G)#1

*
'Tµ! $ 1

3

*
%µ! $ kµk!

k2

+
'T
+

. (3.16)

From this one can directly read o! the gauge independent parts of the Greens functions

G(0,2)
µ!µ"!" , or the 4-dimensional gauge invariant amplitude,

!
d4x

!
d4x$T µ!(x)Gµ!µ"!"(x $ x$)T µ"!"

(x$)=

!
d4xT µ!(x)hµ!(x)=

!
d4x

*
T µ!h%

µ! +
1

4
Ts

+
.

(3.17)
If needed, the hµ! in a given gauge can be constructed by adding gauge transformations,
hµ! = h%

µ! + 1
4 %µ! s + "µ'! + "!'µ, and solving the gauge conditions for the 'µ.

One can immediately draw a number of conclusions, mostly known in the literature,
based on the structure of s and h% solutions:

(1) Zero thickness limit. Note that in the absence of extra dimensions, ( 'G)n=0 = $1/k2,
leading to the solutions for ordinary Einstein-Hilbert gravity,

('h%
µ!)(n=0) =

1

A$

1

k2

*
'Tµ! $ 1

3

*
%µ! $ kµk!

k2

+
'T
+

, ('s)n=0 = $ 2

3A$

1

k2
'T . (3.18)

Also ('g)n=0 = 0 gives ( 'Fµ)n=0 = 0. The BIG results (3.15), (3.16) di!er from this
only in the ( 'G)#1 dependent terms. Now, while the brane width # was introduced
to keep ( 'G) finite for n > 1, the final solution is well defined for # ' 0. Then, ( 'G)
diverges (from (2.14)), resulting again in (3.18). Hence, for n > 2, modifications of
4-dimensional gravity arise only for thick branes. Since the spin 2 and spin 0 parts of
the propagator in BIG have the same coe%cients as in ordinary gravity (except d = 5
where 's = 0), there is no vDVZ discontinuity [31–33] in the # ' 0 limit.

(2) Tachyon problem. For n > 2, ( 'G)(k2 = 0) is finite and contributes a hard mass to the
propagators. The scale of the mass is set by A#n#2/B and the gravitational coupling
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is given by GN ! 1/B. Thus, for phenomenological reasons, B should be large and
A#n#2 should be small. But ( 'G)#1 appears with opposite signs in the denominators,
indicating that if h% has a healthy mass, then s will be tachyonic or vice versa [28]. For
the conventional choice of B > 0 and A > 0, h% cannot have a tachyonic pole (since
for any k2 > 0, (2.13) gives ( 'G)(k) < 0). Then, s is tachyonic.

(3) Ghost problem. It is well known [31, 44, 45] that a propagator for hµ! with the tensor
structure of ordinary massless gravity in 4-dimensions, is ghost free only for zero gravi-
ton masses. Thus the non-zero masses and the $2/3 factor in the 's solution makes the
tachyonic spin 0 mode also a ghost [28]. The presence of this tachyonic ghost in brane
induced gravity has so far hampered its further development. One of our purposes in
this paper is to shed light on the origin of this ghost mode.

(4) Unstable gravitons. Ignoring the tachyonic ghost 's field, the massive spin 2 graviton
h% on the brane is not a stable particle but a resonance state. Technically, this is
because ( 'G) has a branch cut from k2 = 0 to $+ due to the continuum of Kaluza-
Klein modes resulting from an uncompactified bulk ([5, 6]). For very small masses, the
life time is very large. In the next subsection we will explain the origin of the decay
and its suppression using standard quantum field theory and then carry out a detailed
analysis of the propagator.

(5) String theory limit. The string theory computation of the BIG action in [18, 19] ob-
tained B < 0, making h% the tachyonic ghost. But in this setup, in terms of the string
coupling gs, A ! 1/g2

s and B ! 1/gs. Assuming # ! g0
s , weak string coupling corre-

sponds to large masses, beyond the validity limits of the theory. Even for D3-branes
where n = 6 and #4 ! gs is a more natural choice, masses are gs-independent and at
string scale. In either case, for k2 values within the validity range of the theory, the
propagator is given by $( 'G)(k)/A, avoiding the tachyon/ghost problems, and gravity
is essentially higher dimensional. However, the orbifold based construction of [20] that
attempts to derive BIG from string theory with the phenomenologically interesting
parameter ranges, does not evade the tachyon/ghost problem in this manner.

In the rest of this section we concentrate on the healthy spin 2 mode, returning to the
origins of the ghost mode in the next section.

3.2 Graviton decay from optical theorem

A main feature of BIG, analyzed around flat background, is that h% is a massive unstable

graviton in 4 dimensions due to the possibility of gravitons escaping into the bulk [1, 5, 6].
However, the graviton lifetime must be large for phenomenological reasons. Below, we show
that the suppression of graviton decay can be explained using general field theory arguments.
The detailed structure of the propagator is analyzed in the next subsection.

The bulk propagator G(x$ x$) (2.9) gives the amplitude for graviton propagation from
any x to any x$ (ignoring the tensor structure and for canonically normalized fields, so no
1/A factor). But (G)(x|| $ x$

||) is constructed to describe a restricted propagation between
two points with their x% coordinates delocalized over the width # of a thin region that
would be occupied by the brane. Of course, there is a finite probability !escape that gravitons
emitted at x|| within the thin region, end up somewhere in the bulk. Such processes are not
described by the restricted propagator (G) and appear to it as decay channels, thus giving
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it an imaginary part. The relationship is quantified by the optical theorem where, in terms
of the corresponding amputated 2-point function ##n( 'G)#1 (with # factors restoring the
correct dimensions for the propagator),

2 Im (##n( 'G)#1) ! !escape #= 0 .

This is a geometric result that holds for any region of space that would be occupied by a
thick brane and applies to gravitons not yet dynamically a!ected by a physical brane.

Now, with a physical brane in place and after taking gravitational dynamics on the
brane into account, we obtained a brane-to-brane propagator 'Gbb = $(k2 $ A

B ( 'G)#1)#1

in (3.16), but now written for the canonically normalized brane field and with suppressed
tensor structure. The stability of the corresponding state is again encoded in the imaginary
part of the amputated 2-point function which now gives,

2Im 'G#1
bb = 2

A

B
Im ( 'G)#1 ! A#n

B
!escape . (3.19)

Hence, graviton decay on the brane is still due to escape into the bulk, but with an amplitude
suppressed by a factor A#n/B as compared to the unhindered escape in the absence of brane
gravitational dynamics. This is a way of seeing that a large brane Einstein-Hilbert term
confines gravitons to the brane by suppressing their escape into the bulk.

Finally, for completeness, one can also compute the brane-to-bulk propagator,

'GBb(k, q) =
$ 'P (q) ( 'G)#1

k2 + q2

0
1

B

1

k2 $ A
B ( 'G)#1

1

.

The brane-to-bulk decay probability !brane&bulk can be constructed out of this after proper
amputations (using Gbb for the brane leg and G for the bulk leg). One can then verify the
optical theorem for the physical propagator,

2Im 'G#1
bb ! !brane&bulk

In this sense, the verification of the optical theorem on the brane requires using the brane-
to-bulk propagator, since the brane theory alone is not unitary.

3.3 Graviton mass, decay width and coupling

Let us investigate the properties of the spin 2 graviton h% (3.16) in more detail. The physics
of the corresponding brane-to-brane propagator follows from the structure of ( 'G)(k2 $ i*).
We will see that the propagator has the standard form for a massive unstable particle in
QFT. More importantly, for small masses it is amenable to the standard particle physics
approximation methods.

To evaluate ( 'G) (2.13) we use the Gaussian form (2.15) for 'P (q). Doing the angular
integrals in q-space gives,

( 'G) = $2N

!
dq qn#1 e#q2&2

k2 + q2 $ i*
, N#1 = (4+)

n
2 &

"n

2

#
. (3.20)

First, let us consider the even n case and set 2m = n$ 2 (the result for odd n is given later).
After some manipulations,

( 'G)(k) = $ ($1)m N

#n#2
um

*
"

"u

+m "
eu E1(u $ i*)

#
, (3.21)
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where u = #2k2 and we have used the notation [46],

E1(u $ i*) =

! '

u#i'
dt

e#t

t
. (3.22)

Since "uE1(u) = $eu/u, for ##1 = #n#2( 'G) one gets

##1(u $ i*) = $($1)m N

0

um eu E1(u $ i*) +
m2

r=1

($1)r (r $ 1)!um#r

1

. (3.23)

The corresponding expression for odd n is given by equation (3.35) below.
Remember that the i* prescription tells us how to handle the k2 +q2 = 0 poles in (2.13).

Now, after performing the q-integrations, the same prescription will dictate the correct * ' 0
limit. To see what happens, note that the function E1(z) is the analytic continuation, to the
complex plane, of the exponential integral Ei($u) defined, for real u, by

Ei($u) = $
! '

u
dt

e#t

t
, (3.24)

Ei($u) is defined over the entire real line, but E1(z) has a branch cut from z = 0 to z = $+
along the negative real axis. The crucial point is that as * ' 0, we approach the branch cut
from below and

lim
'&0

E1(u $ i*) = $Ei($u) + i+ -($u) , (3.25)

where, -($u) is the unit step function. The imaginary part is the origin of the complex
pole in the propagator, and hence of graviton decay.11 Writing ##1 = a + ib, the real and
imaginary parts are given by

a(u) = ($1)m N

0

um eu Ei($u) $
m2

r=1

($1)r (r $ 1)!um#r

1

, (3.26)

b(u) = $+ N |u|m e#|u| -($u) . (3.27)

Finally, in terms of # = #1 + i#2, the brane-to-brane propagator in the h% solution (3.16)
is (with canonical field normalization and suppressed tensor structure),

'Gbb =
$1

k2 $ A &n!2

B

(
#1(#2k2) + i#2(#2k2)

) , (3.28)

The above analysis then gives,

#1(u) =
a

a2 + b2
, #2(u) =

$b

a2 + b2
" 0 . (3.29)

This propagator has the familiar quantum field theory form where the analogue of #
arises due to self-energy corrections. It has a complex mass pole and, strictly speaking, the
graviton mass and decay width are given by the real and imaginary parts of the complex pole.

11Approaching the branch cut from above (corresponding to E1(u + i$)), would give "i% which does not
lead to decay. So the correct sign is dictated by the i$ prescription in the bulk propagator.
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(a) Determination of mass. (b) Decay width.

Figure 1. Behaviour of #1(u) (left) and #2(u) (right) for codimensions n = 6 (the lowest curves)
through n = 3 (close to the x-axis).

In practice, determining the location of the complex pole is not easy. But since the determina-
tion of mass anyway becomes somewhat arbitrary due to the finite life-time, an approximation
can be made provided, near the mass pole, |#1| is much larger than |#2|. In such cases, a
mass can be defined as the pole position with only #1 present, while #2 gives the decay width
(see, for example, [47, 48]). This is often a valid approximation in perturbative quantum field
theory. Fortunately, one can show that it also holds here for small enough masses: for m " 1,
as u ' 0, #2 vanishes as um while #1 goes to a constant $1/[N(m$ 1)!]. Hence, for a small
enough mass, at the mass pole M2 = $u/#2, one has |#1| , |#2|, as wished.

Then, in this approximation the mass M2 = $k2 is determined, on ignoring #2, by

$
B

A#n

%
#2 k2 = #1(#

2k2) . (3.30)

For n > 2, #1(0) = $[N(m$1)!]#1 < 0. So, by continuity, #1(#2k2) < 0 for small arguments
in the neighborhood of zero. Then the graviton is non-tachyonic, M2 > 0. More concretely,
this is visible in figure 1(a) where the right hand side of the above equation is plotted against
u = #2k2 for n = 6, 5, · · · , 3 (odd n curves are based on (3.35)) and the left hand side is
plotted for two di!erent slopes B/A#n, with values chosen only for illustrative purposes.
The intersections determine the masses M2 = $u/#2, with larger slopes resulting in smaller
masses. The plots also show that #1 is monotonic for n > 2 and the propagator has a single
mass pole. In figure 1(b) we plot #2 vs #2k2. Comparing curves for the same n in both
plots again shows that for very small masses, |#2($#2M2)| - |#1($#2M2)|, justifying the
approximation (the curves for n = 1, 2 look rather di!erent and are not shown here).

Now, in terms of the mass as determined above, the propagator has the standard form,

'Gbb = $ Z(k)

k2 + M2 $ i A&n!2

B Z(k)#2(k)
, (3.31)
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where,

Z#1(k) = 1 $ (A#n#2/B)#1(#2k2) + M2

k2 + M2
. (3.32)

This will look more familiar when #1(u) is Taylor expanded around u = $#2M2.
Note that Z retains a momentum dependence which amounts to a momentum depen-

dence of the e!ective gravitational coupling,

Ge#
N (k) = Z(k)/B . (3.33)

This momentum dependence can be expressed entirely in terms of the dimensionless param-
eters u and A#n/B. In particular, for time independent sources (k2 > 0), #2 = 0 and this is
the only modification besides the graviton mass.

A simple analysis of Z(k) shows that at large momenta, |k2| , M2, Z ! 1. But for
small momenta, |k2| ! M2, on Taylor expanding around the mass pole given by (3.30), one
gets Z < 1. Hence the gravitational coupling is weaker at large distances, but the variation
is not drastic. This is over and above the e!ects due to graviton mass and decay width.

Now, comparing (3.31) to the relativistic Breit-Wigner form near the mass pole, the
decay width is identified as

& =
A#n#2

M B
Z(u)#2(u)

333
u=#&2M2

= $MZ(u)
#2(u)

#1(u)

33333
u=#&2M2

> 0 . (3.34)

Once again, note that it is the i* prescription in the bulk propagator that leads to the correct
sign for the decay width.

For odd n the analysis proceeds along similar lines, except that the exponential integral
is replaced by the error function and, with 2m$ = n $ 1, we get,

##1(u $ i*) = $($1)m
"
N+

0

um"# 1

2 eu
"
1 $ erf(

%
u $ i*)

#
+

1%
+

m"2

r=1

($1)r
(2r $ 3)!!

2r#1
um"#r

1

.

(3.35)
In fact, this expression has been used to plot the curves for n = 3, 5 in figure 1(a) and

figure 1(b). A unified description of both even and odd n is given in terms of the Whittaker

functions,

##1 = $ u
n
4
#1e

1

2
u

(4+)
n
2

W#n
4
, n!2

4

(u $ i*) .

For completeness, in figure 2, we show a representative plot for the spectral density
function,

.(s) = $ 1

+
ImGbb(k

2 = $s) ,

to show that it too has the standard form for an unstable particle, again with the A#n/B
value chosen only for the purpose of illustration.

To summarize, we have shown that although the origin of the “self-energy” contribu-
tion, #, to the propagator in the BIG setup is very di!erent from its origin in perturbative
quantum field theory, the resulting unstable massive particles behave in very similar ways
and are amenable to the same approximation. Hence, the modification of the spin 2 graviton
propagator (3.16), contained in ( 'G)#1, breaks up into 3 contributions: a hard mass M given
by (3.30), a decay width & (3.34) and a momentum dependent Newton “constant” (3.33).
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Figure 2. A sample spectral density function.

4 Screening of ! and the origin of tachyon/ghost problem

The possible resolution of the cosmological constant problem is the main reason for interest in
n > 2 brane induced gravity, despite its ghost/tachyon issues. Support for this expectation
comes, as discussed in [5, 6], from the classical solutions of d-dimensional gravity [14, 15]
that describe a 3-brane with an ADM mass density corresponding to a non-zero brane ten-
sion (which is the same as the brane cosmological constant). To be precise, the classical

solutions describe this setup at distances far away from the location of the brane core. The
interpretation is that, for codimensions n > 2, a brane cosmological constant " can curve
directions transverse to the brane rather than those parallel to it, keeping the brane metric
flat.12 Thus the e!ect of " is absorbed by bulk curvature and it does not curve the brane
worldvolume to a de Sitter spacetime.

Now, the presence of a brane Einstein-Hilbert term in the action does not a!ect this
classical solution. But for a large enough coe%cient, it is expected to dictate the dynamics of
metric perturbations hµ! around the classical solution. This is why one expects n > 2 BIG
models to describe e!ectively 4-dimensional gravity with suppressed " (The n = 2 model is
somewhat special and has been analyzed in some detail in [24–26]).

Unfortunately, implementing the above scenario is not as straightforward. In reality, to
study metric perturbations hµ! , one needs classical solutions that are valid in the vicinity
of the brane (at least with some e!ective thickness included). The existing solution [14, 15]
is not adequate for this purpose since the energy momentum tensor that sources it near the
brane core, does not correspond to a brane " source.

Hence, in practice, in BIG with codimension n > 2, the analysis of metric perturbations
has mostly been performed in a flat background, instead of one sourced by " (even though
the latter is used to argue for the suppression of "). It is also in the flat background analysis

12[5, 6] also consider time dependent solutions but these do not show up in our linearized analysis and are
not discussed here.
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that one encounters the tachyonic ghost problem reviewed in the previous section. One may
conjecture that this problem is an artifact of the flat approximation and would go away once a
full fledged analysis is performed around a curved background sourced by ". However, in the
absence of a classical solution adequate for such analysis, here we point out that the flat back-
ground analysis of the previous section is, by itself, su%cient to study the response of gravity
to a small brane cosmological constant and exhibit its suppression. This also has ramifications
for what to expect from a curved background analysis for the resolution of the ghost issue (as
will be detailed below). The healthy spin 2 part of the graviton, on which we have concen-
trated so far, is not relevant here. Below we return to the unhealthy scalar mode to find that,

• The “tachyonic” mass is actually healthy and is instrumental in filtering out " in the
flat background approximation. It arises, at least partly, as an artifact of the flat
approximation and as a substitute for the background curvature.

• For phenomenologically interesting values of parameters (corresponding to a small
graviton mass), the ghost nature is more intractable and will most likely persist even
when metric perturbations are analyzed in the background curved by ", unless one
ends up with massless gravity on the brane in a fully non-linear background.

• The 4-dimensional Newton constant and other couplings are modified by the screened
", consistent with [3, 5, 6]. This may help in avoiding a very low bulk gravity scale A,
but may introduce hierarchy problems for other couplings.

• Finally we emphasize that BIG and massive Fierz-Pauli gravity (as studied in [38]) use
di!erent mechanisms to respond to ", in spite of a superficial similarity.

4.1 Filtering out of brane cosmological constant

It is easy to see that brane induced gravity for n > 2 is not very sensitive to a brane
cosmological constant: the addition of the brane tension/cosmological constant term, S! =
$"

&
d4!

4
$g(X(!)), to the action amounts, at the linearized level, to the shift

'Tµ!(k) ' 'T $
µ!(k) = 'Tµ!(k) + " %µ! &(4)(k) . (4.1)

The validity of the perturbative analysis around flat background requires that " is small, of
the same order as Tµ! . In ordinary Einstein-Hilbert gravity, ", however small, destabilizes
the flat space solution toward a de Sitter space (the manifestation of this at the propagator
level is described below). Hence, in a modified theory of gravity the stability of flat space in
the presence of " is an indication that gravity has been made less sensitive to the cosmological
constant. The analogue of this argument for Fierz-Pauli massive gravity is considered in [38],
although the actual mechanisms di!er.

Let us write the solutions (3.15) and (3.16) explicitly in terms scalar and traceless-
transverse components of Tµ! ,

's(k) = $ 2

3B

1

k2 + A
B

d#2
2(d#5) ( 'G)#1

'Ts , 'h%
µ! =

1

B

1

k2 $ A
B ( 'G)#1

'T%
µ! . (4.2)

As discussed in appendix A, it is only in this form that the solutions are valid for a cosmologi-
cal constant source. For such a source, 'T%

!µ! =0 and 'T!s =4"&(4)(k), leading to 'h%
!µ! =0 and,

's!(k) = 4 c &(4)(k) , where c = $4

3

d $ 5

d $ 2

"

A
( 'G)(0) . (4.3)
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The crucial point is that only for n > 2, ( 'G)(0) is finite and the analysis well defined (for
example, for a Gaussian profile and for even n, ( 'G)(0) = $ (n

2 $ 2)!/[(4+)
n
2 &(n

2 )#n#2]).
Thus, in coordinate space, " e!ectively shifts the background from s = 0 to a constant value
s = 4c, keeping the flat background essentially unchanged. It is instructive to contrast this
with Einstein-Hilbert gravity where one would get 's! ! " &(4)(k)/k2, which is a solution to
!4s! ! ". Then s! is quadratic in distance and diverges at large distances, indicating that
flat space is not a good starting point for a perturbative expansion of de Sitter space. In
contrast, in BIG, " does not produce a non-flat metric on the brane and is hence filtered out.13

The mechanism by which BIG filters out " is sometimes heuristically explained on the
basis of the behaviour of the n = 1 model in which gravity becomes higher dimensional, and
hence weaker, at very large distances. But this model does not filter out " and the n > 2
model that does, has a di!erent large distance behaviour. So let us reiterate two relevant
aspects of the above analysis:

(1) Only a non-zero ( 'G)(0) is relevant to filtering out ". The momentum dependence of
( 'G) (that contributes to graviton decay and a varying gravitational coupling) does not
play any role in this, in contrast to the more general “filter” mechanisms of [37].

(2) It also follows that at large distances (k2 ' 0), the behaviour of gravity does not
become higher dimensional, unlike the n = 1 DGP model. Hence the filtering of the
cosmological constant cannot be attributed to such a behaviour.

In BIG, the cosmological constant is completely filtered out at the linearized level. One
needs to go beyond the linear analysis to make a statement about its remnant e!ects. In
particular, explaining the small observed value of " (or dark energy density) is a di!erent
issue not addressed by BIG at this stage.

4.2 On the origin of the tachyon and ghost problems

As we have seen, a tachyonic ghost mode is encountered while analyzing BIG around flat
background [28]. Although flat space is a valid solution to the " = 0 model, one may still
suspect that the tachyon and ghost problems are related to this very set up. After all, a
generic 3-brane always has a tension which, in some sense, is the stu! that holds the brane
together. So one always has to work with the full action,

Sbulk
EH + Sbrane

EH + Sbrane
! + Sbrane

m .

Even though a " ' 0 limit may exist, in that limit Sbrane
! = "

&
d4!

%
$g should be replaced

by the action for a tensionless brane [49, 50] rather than totally eliminated. But tensionless
branes have special properties that make them unsuitable for our purposes and hence need
not be considered. This line of argument tells us that the “basic” brane induced gravity model
reviewed in section 3 does not really correspond to a brane setup, unless augmented by a
brane tension term. Could this also provide a solution to the tachyon and ghost problems?

This possibility is discussed below.
One approach to addressing this question is to consider, as suggested in [3, 5, 6], a

large Sbrane
! so the matter action Sbrane

m can be neglected to first approximation. This leads
to classical solutions for bulk gravity sourced by ". Around this one should study metric

13Codimensions n = 1, 2 give # eG$(0) = % due to an IR divergent q-integral and the above discussion of
filtering, formulated around flat background, does not apply. For the the n = 2 case, see [24–26].
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perturbations sourced by Sbrane
m and influenced by Sbrane

EH . As pointed out above, the existing
solutions [14, 15] are not adequate for this purpose since they do not satisfy the equations
of motion with the correct brane source. Hence, such analysis has not yet been carried out
(see footnote 3).

However, the above parameter range (Sbrane
! , Sbrane

m ) is not the only one to explore. In
fact, we saw that the linearized analysis is already capable of exploring the model in the regime
where Sbrane

! and Sbrane
m have comparable but small contributions. Thus, it can also provide

some insight into the implication of the brane tension for the tachyon and ghost problems.
The tachyon and ghost problems showed up in the propagator (3.15) for the s field

which has the general structure

$ 2

3

1

Bk2 $ A#n#2|N (0)|#(k)
.

The overall sign signals a ghost and the relative sign in the denominator, a tachyon. The
appearance of A and B coe%cients (associated with bulk and brane actions) shows that #(k)
(relevant to the tachyonic nature) arises entirely from integrating out bulk modes, while the
rest (the $2/3 factor and hence the ghost nature) originates in the brane Einstein-Hilbert
term. Let’s emphasize that the above form is a valid way of presenting and interpreting
the propagator as long as the B term in the action dominates over the A term. This is the
phenomenologically interesting case, with a very light graviton and e!ectively 4-dimensional
gravity. It is also in this range that the tachyon and ghost identifications hold.14

The tachyon problem. Now, this is not hard to dismiss. In the previous subsection we
saw that the “tachyonic” mass of s (more precisely, the #(0) #= 0 part) was instrumental in
“absorbing” " and keeping the brane metric flat. On the other hand, the classical solutions
of [14, 15] indicate that " can equally well be absorbed by curving directions transverse to
the brane, keeping the brane metric flat. The comparison indicates that approximating the
bulk as flat, has to force a mass on s in order for the brane metric to remain flat in the
presence of ". In this sense, the mass is at least partly an artifact of the flat background

approximation and is functionally equivalent to a “healthy” bulk curvature to be sourced by

". This demonstrates that the “tachyonic” mass is not an unhealthy feature. Indeed, m2
s

is tachyonic only with respect to the ghost-like kinetic term of s, and as such has a positive
contribution to the s field Hamiltonian !

&
($ṡ2 $.s2 + m2

ss
2).

The ghost problem. This however is more fundamental and may not be cured even if the
flat background is replaced by a curved one sourced by the brane tension . The reason is that
even in such a curved background, the brane metric remains flat and hence its fluctuations
are described by Sbrane

EH , expanded around flat 4-dimensional spacetime. This contributes
a factor $(2/3)(1/Bk2) to the scalar mode propagator, exactly as in flat background. A
modified “self-energy” term, #curved, arises from integrating out bulk modes, but now it
also depends on the brane tension. As before, small graviton masses and e!ectively 4-
dimensional gravity require a large B coe%cient. Thus the overall propagator again has
the standard 4-dimensional tensor structure, corrected by self-energy terms. Now, it is well
known that a propagator with a tensor structure associated with the 4-dimensional Einstein-
Hilbert action is ghost free only in the massless limit (where the scalar mode ghost cancels

14For example, in the opposite case when the A term dominates over the B term (as in string theory setups),
the propagation is described by the #(k) term and gravity is healthy and essentially d-dimensional.
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against a contribution from the spin 2 mode). As soon as the mass poles are shifted away
from zero, the scalar mode ghost remains uncanceled.

An implication is that the ghost can be avoided only if #curved(0) = 0. In a flat
space background, this would have prevented the theory from filtering out the cosmological
constant. But in a curved background, where " is already absorbed in the background
curvature, this could lead to a consistent theory of massless gravity with filtered out ".
However, it is not obvious that a background sourced by the brane tension will lead to such a
self-energy contribution. In fact the opposite seems to be the case by a continuity argument:
in the small " limit, the expressions should reduce to what we have already computed, in
which case #(0) #= 0. Hence we conclude that in the phenomenologically interesting parameter

ranges, the scalar ghost will be a generic feature of brane induced gravity in any background,

except those for which #curved(0) = 0.
The absence of a ghost in the d = 5 DGP model is a numeric coincidence. On general

grounds, reduction of gravity from d to 4 dimensions gives a factor d$ 5 in the scalar sector.
In the BIG setup, this results in solutions with s = 0, thus evading the ghost problem.

4.3 Implication for couplings

The structure of the solution (4.3) essentially corresponds to a warped metric with its stan-
dard implications for the couplings. The metric in the presence of " and matter sources be-
comes,

gµ!(x) = (1 + c) %µ! + h(m)
µ! (x) , (4.4)

where c ! "/(A#n#2) > 0 and h(m)
µ! is the metric perturbation sourced by matter. Adopting

the standard convention to use %MN as the flat spacetime metric, one defines the physi-
cal metric

g$µ! =
gµ!

(1 + c)
. (4.5)

In terms of this, B
& %

gR = (1 + c)B
& %

g$R$. For the matter action,
& %

gL(g,/,() = (1 +
c)2

& %
g$L(g$,/$,($), where the matter fields, collectively denoted by /, and their couplings

(, have to be scaled appropriately for the equivalence principle to hold. This results in an
e!ective B$ = B/(1 + c) or an e!ective Newton constant G$

N = (1 + c)GN , consistent with
related observations in [3, 5, 6, 17, 25, 26]. Although this analysis is valid for small c (so that
our perturbative treatment remains valid) it indicates that for a large " one needs a starting
B larger than the observed M2

p (for c > 0). This can relax the constraint on the bulk coupling
A based on the smallness of the graviton mass by a factor (1 + c) which is welcome news.
However, it may also introduce new hierarchy issues for other standard model couplings.

4.4 Contrast with Fierz-Pauli massive gravity

In the ghost-free FP massive gravity theory around flat background, reviewed in a later
section, the spin-2 graviton h% has a mass m2, whereas, to avoid the ghost, the mass m0 of
the scalar mode s is sent to infinity. Hence for any matter source Tµ! , s = 0. The caveat is
that a constraint equation one gets for s (for m0 = +) only implies !4s = 0 so, in general,
s = c1 + c2sharmonic. Substituting back into the equations, gives c2 = 0 for any source and
c1 = $4"GN/3m2

2 #= 0 only for a cosmological constant source. To contrast the two theories,
in BIG, s is always sourced and remains well behaved in the presence of " due to its own
mass, but in the ghost free FP gravity, s is zero except for a " source and the screening
parameter is the mass of spin-2 graviton m2, which is itself not sourced by "! A FP theory
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with finite m0 (and hence a ghost), when sourced by ", would behave similar to BIG for
n > 2, with m0 as the screening parameter. However, the m0 ' + limit is not continuous.
Thus, although superficially similar, BIG with n > 2 and FP massive gravity use di!erent
mechanisms to filter out ".

5 Inclusion of extrinsic curvature terms

We now solve the modified equations of motion after the inclusion of the extrinsic curva-
ture terms. These are ubiquitous in any brane induced gravity setup and arise at the same
perturbative order as the induced Einstein-Hilbert term [18, 19, 52]. The brane transverse
fluctuations enter as new degrees of freedom. The brane tension can be included in Tµ! .
Again the analysis is performed in terms of gauge invariant variables. It turns out that the
extrinsic curvature terms have no e!ect whatsoever on the solutions for the brane fields.
While this does not cure the tachyon/ghost problem, it at least insures that 4-dimensional
gravity is not modified in other unwanted ways by the extrinsic curvature terms. The neg-
ative result is essentially due to the Z2 reflection symmetry of the background about the
brane position. Breaking this symmetry will lead to extra non-trivial contributions from the
extrinsic curvature terms. With this summary, the reader not interested in the details of the
calculation can safely skip this section.

5.1 Extrinsic curvature term in the action

The contribution of the extrinsic curvature to the action is [18]

S" = C

!
d4!

%
$g

"
'M

()'()
M $ 'M(

( ' )
M)

#
, (5.1)

where

'M
() = "(")xM $ 0%

() "%xM + &M
NK "(xN")xK . (5.2)

Here 0 and & are the Christo!el connections corresponding to the metrics g()(x(!)) and
GMN (x(!)), respectively. For a thin brane the quadratic action for the fluctuations can be
worked out by setting g = % + h, G = % + H and &XM = {fµ, yi},

S" = C

!
dx4

||

$
1

2

"
"(Hi)"(H i) $ "(H(i")H)i

#
+ "(H(i"iH

)
) $ "(H i)"iH

()

+
1

4

"
"iH()"iH() $ "iH

(
("iH)

)

#
+ yi"i

"
!4H

(
( $ "(")H()

#
+ · · ·

%
, (5.3)

where the ellipsis stand for functions of hµ! $Hµ! that do not contribute to the equation of
motion for a metric variation &hµ! = &Hµ! .

As described in section 2, for thick branes, HMN (x(!)) are replaced by (HMN )(x||).
A new feature of S" is that it contains transverse derivatives of H restricted to the brane,
"iH|brane & ( *

*xi
#

H)(x||, x
i
% = yi

0). For a thick brane, these should be replaced by ("iH) &
( *

*xi
#

H)(x||). The yi(x||) are brane fields and do not need any “blurring”. Hence, for thick
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branes, the appropriate action is,

S" = C

!
dx4

$
1

2

"
"((H)i)"((H)i) $ "((H)(i")(H))i

#
+ "((H)(i("iH)))

$"((H)i)("iH)() +
1

4

"
("iH)()("iH)() $ ("iH)((("iH)))

#

+ yi
"
!4("iH)(( $ "(")("iH)()

#
+ · · ·

%
. (5.4)

5.2 Equations of motion with extrinsic curvature contributions

To obtain the contribution of S" to the equations of motion for a thick brane, one considers
variations &yi, &(H), &("iH) and re-expresses the last two in terms of the bulk variation &H.
In particular,

&("iH)MN =

!
dnx%P (x% $ y0) "i&HMN (x||, x% $ y0)

= $
!

dnx%"iP (x% $ y0) &HMN (x||, x% $ y0) . (5.5)

Then for &H the variation can be written in a compact from as,

&S" = $2C

!
ddx

$
P (x% $ y0) "( N i() &Hi) $ 1

2
"iP (x% $ y0)N i() &H()

%
, (5.6)

where, to linear order,

N i
()(x||) = ('i

() $ 'i%
% %()) = "(")yi +

1

2

,
"((H)i) + ")(H)i( $ ("iH)()

-

$
*

!4y
i + "%(H)%i $ 1

2
("iH)%%

+
%()

= "(")F i +
1

2

"
"((H%)i) + ")(H%)i( $ ("iH%)()

#

$
*

!4F
i + "%(H%)%i $ 1

2
("iH%)%%

+
%() +

3

2d
%()("iS) .

F i are gauge invariant extensions of yi (the analogues of Fµ in transverse directions),

F i = yi + (Ai) +
1

2
("i$) . (5.7)

Now, from &(Sbulk
EH + Sbrane

EH + Sbrane
" ) one obtains the thick brane metric equation of motion

with extrinsic curvature contributions contained in the C-dependent terms,

A

2

$
!dH

%MN +
d $ 2

d

,
"M"N $ %MN

!d

-
S

%

+ P (x% $ y0)

0
B

2

*
!4h

%µ! +
1

2
("µ"! $ %µ!

!4) s

+
&M
µ &N

! $ C "%N i
%! (&M

i &N
! + &M

! &N
i )

1

+ C "iP (x% $ y0)N iµ! &M
µ &N

! = $1

2
P (x% $ y0)T µ! &M

µ &N
! . (5.8)
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Also, in the quadratic action S", the yi appear as Lagrange multipliers and their equa-
tion of motion is the constraint equation,

"µ"!N i
µ! & 1

2
("i

*
!4H

%%
% $ "µ"!H%

µ! +
3

d
!4S

+
) = 0 . (5.9)

But we will see that this is already contained in (5.8). The expression within braces is the
scalar curvature of the metric (% + H)µ! .

5.3 Solutions with extrinsic curvature contributions

Below we show that the inclusion of C-dependent terms in (5.8) has no e!ect on the solutions
for brane fields. We closely follow the steps in the C = 0 case.

The %MN -trace of (5.8) gives S in terms of s and N i
µ! . On transforming to momentum

space, one gets the solution

'S(k, q) =
$d

A(d $ 1)(d $ 2)

'P (q)

k2 + q2

*
'T µ
µ +

3

2
B k2 's + i2C qi

'N i%
%

+
. (5.10)

The relevant feature of this is that, since 'N i%
% depends only on k, the C-dependent term is

an odd function of qi and (qi
'N i%

% ) = 0. Therefore, it does not contribute to ('S) which is,
then, still given by (3.4). For later convenience, we record the analogue of (3.5),

'S(k, q) = $
'P (q)

k2 + q2

0
('S)
( 'G)

+ i
2d

A(d $ 1)(d $ 2)
C qi

'N i%
%

1

. (5.11)

The (i, j) components of (5.8) are not a!ected by the C dependent terms. Hence they
yield again the solution (3.9) for H%

ij in terms of S. The solution (5.11) for S then gives the

same expressions for ( 'H%j
j ) and (qiqj 'H%ij) as in (3.10).

Manipulations of the surface equation also lead to the same result as the C = 0 case.
Hence (S) and s are still related by (3.13) and finally the solution for s is given by (3.15).

The (µ, i) components of (5.8) contain a C-dependent term and give,

'H%µi(k, q) = $d $ 2

d

kµqi

k2 + q2
'S(k, q) $ 2 i

C

A

'P
k2 + q2

k% 'N iµ
% . (5.12)

However, (qi
'H%µi) is still given by (3.7). Hence going through the same steps as before, we

get the same solution (3.14) for Fµ.
The (µ, ,) components of the equation of motion in momentum space is,

A

2

$
(k2 + q2) 'H%

µ! +
d $ 2

2

,
kµk! $ %µ!(k2 + q2)

- 'S
%

+ 'P (q)

$
B

2

*
k2'h%

µ! +
1

2

,
kµk! $ k2%µ!

-
's
+
$ iCqi

'N i
µ!(k) $ 1

2
'Tµ!

%
= 0 . (5.13)

When we solve this for H%
µ! and evaluate ( 'H%)µ! , the C-dependent term drops out (because

of integration over an odd function of qi). Using this to compute 'h%
µ! again gives the same

result (3.16) as the C = 0 case.
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The yi equation of motion (5.9) follows also as a consequence of the metric equation:
contract (5.13) with kµk! , use kµk! 'H%

µ! = qiqj 'H%
ij and (3.9) to eliminate 'H%

ij in favour of 'S.
This gives (5.9) in momentum space.

Thus, this constraint does not a!ect the solutions for the brane fields, but it provides
an equation for F i as follows: using H%%

% = $H%i
i , "µ"!H%

µ! = "i"jH%
ij and (3.9) to rewrite

these in terms of S, one gets

kµk! 'N i
µ! = $ i

2d
(d $ 1)(d $ 5) k2 (qi 'S) = 0 . (5.14)

Ignoring the 4-dimensional harmonic solutions, this gives (qi 'S) = 0, or ("i S) = 0. Using the
solution for S in (5.10), this becomes (with no sum over j),

(qj 'S) = $i
2dC

A(d $ 1)(d $ 2)

0!
dnq

'P 2(q)(qj)2

k2 + q2

1 "
'N j%

%

#
= 0 , (5.15)

which holds only if,

'N j%
% (k) & 3k2 'F j + 3i(qi

'H%ji) $ i
3

2
(qj 'H%i

i ) + i
6

d
(qj 'S) = 0 . (5.16)

Again, expressing H%
ij in terms of S gives

3k2

.
'F j(k) + i

d $ 2

2d
( qj 'S
k2 + q2

)
/

= 0 .

But (5.11) implies (qj 'S/(k2 + q2)) / 'N j%
% = 0, so we finally get the F i equations,

!4 F j = 0 . (5.17)

Hence, up to harmonic functions, F i = 0. This is a consequence of the reflection symmetry of
the set up in directions transverse to the brane. A background that breaks this symmetry can
lead to non-trivial F i. Note that for the DGP model with d = 5, the constraint equation (5.14)
is trivial and does not imply an equation for F 5.

Thus the presence of the extrinsic curvature related corrections has no e!ect on BIG at
the linearized level, in particular not on the ghost problem. While this is discouraging, the
positive aspect is that such terms (that on general grounds are ubiquitous in all braneworld
models) do not cause large deviations from standard gravity.

6 Revisiting Fierz-Pauli massive gravity

In the remaining part of this paper, we turn to a comparison of brane induced gravity for
n > 2, with massive versions of Einstein-Hilbert gravity in 4 dimensions. In this section we
start with a review Fierz-Pauli massive gravity theory [29, 30] (for reviews, see [53, 54]). The
theory is then rewritten in a way that facilitates comparison with the 4-dimensional e!ective
action for BIG, to be derived in the next section. In fact, the construction presented here for

the FP theory enables us to make sense of the BIG e!ective action.
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6.1 Fierz-Pauli massive gravity in gauge invariant variables

In standard 4-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert gravity, metric fluctuations hµ! in a flat back-
ground can be made massive by introducing mass parameters, say, a and b. The combination
a + b = 0 results in the ghost free Fierz-Pauli massive gravity theory [29, 30]. Since we are
interested in the origin of ghost in brane induced gravity, we keep a and b unconstrained and
use the term “Fierz-Pauli theory” in this generalized sense.

The gauge invariance of linearized gravity, broken by the mass terms, is restored by the
Stückelberg technique. This amounts to performing a gauge transformation and retaining
the gauge parameters as new fields. The resulting action is,

SFP = SEH[h] $ B

4

!
d4x

5
a(hµ! + 2"(µf̄!))

2 + b(hµ
µ + 2"µf̄µ)2

6
. (6.1)

SEH[h] is read o! from (2.6) for d = 4. The f̄µ are Stückelberg fields transforming as &f̄µ = (µ.
Combined with &hµ! = $2"(µ(!), it keeps SFP invariant. The f̄µ can be interpreted as the
Goldstone fields corresponding to the broken symmetry [51]. This conveys a sense of graviton
masses arising due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, even in the absence of a more detailed
fundamental mechanism.

The theory can be rewritten in terms of h% and s of (2.8) and the new gauge invariant
variables,

F̄µ = f̄µ + aµ +
1

2
"µ) . (6.2)

Note that these are the same as the Fµ in (2.18) once we identify the Stückelberg field as
f̄µ = fµ + (Aµ)+ 1

2"µ(($)), hence the similar notation. The Fierz-Pauli action (6.1) in terms
of the gauge invariant variables becomes,

SFP = $B

4

!
d4x

$
h%µ!($! + a )h%

µ! + s

*
3

8
! +

a

4
+ b

+
s + 4

"a

4
+ b

#
" · F̄ s

+ a
,
"µF̄! $ "! F̄µ)2 + 4 (a + b) (" · F̄ )2

-%
. (6.3)

The equation of motion for F̄µ,

a!F̄µ + (a + 2b)"µ(" · F̄ ) +
"a

4
+ b

#
"µs = 0 , (6.4)

has the purely longitudinal solution,

F̄µ = $
a
4 + b

2(a + b)
!

#1"µs . (6.5)

Then, the hµ! equation (obtained after expressing variations &h% and &s in terms of &h using
the projection operators in appendix A),

($! + a)h%
µ! +

4

3

*
%µ! $ "µ"!

!

+ **
3

8
! +

a

4
+ b

+
s + 2

*
a

4
+ b

+
" · F̄

+
= Tµ!/B , (6.6)

has the massive graviton solutions,

'h%
µ! =

1

B

1

k2 + a
'T%
µ! , 's = $ 2

3B

'T
k2 $ 1

2
a

a+b(a + 4b)
, (6.7)
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corresponding to masses m2
h# = a and m2

s = $1
2

a
a+b (a + 4b). The full metric is obviously,

hµ! = h%
µ! +

1

4
%µ!s + "µF̄! + "!F̄µ ,

with the gauge choice f̄µ = 0. In the following paragraphs, we comment on the ghost free
theory before returning to the general case in the next subsection.

The massive FP gravity theory is, in general, not ghost free: a standard analysis of the
gauge invariant amplitude (3.17) for interaction between sources Tµ! and T $

µ! shows that for
a #= 0, the s field is always a ghost,15 as shown, for example, in [29, 31, 44] or more explicitly
in [45]. The only way to get rid of the ghost is to set a + b = 0 which gives ms = + and
s = 0. The outcome is the ghost-free Fierz-Pauli massive gravity with,16

'hµ! =
1

B

*
1

k2 + a
'T%
µ! +

1

3

kµk!

a k2
T

+
, (a + b = 0) .

An alternative solution to the ghost problem is to regard gravity as an e!ective theory and
give the ghost a mass above the scale of validity of the e!ective theory by setting a + b = &
where & is positive and very small. Then the inaccessible ghost pole becomes physically
irrelevant [55].

Let us discuss an issue raised in section 4.4. While the ghost free theory has s = 0 for
a generic source, there is a caveat when Tµ! corresponds to a cosmological constant: when
a + b = 0, (6.4) implies !4s = 0 and its solution s = c1 + c2sharmonic replaces the expression
for s in terms of " · F obtained from (6.5). In general c1,2 = 0 by boundary conditions, but
for a cosmological constant source, the hµ! equation gives s = c1 = $4"/3aB. In section 4.4,
this behaviour was contrasted to that of brane induced gravity. For generic a and b the two
theories respond to the cosmological constant in the same way.

6.2 A 1-parameter family of actions for FP gravity

From the outset it was clear that massive gravitons and ghosts were common features in
both Fierz-Pauli theory (for a + b #= 0) and BIG (for n > 2) at the linearized level. Since
FP gravity is simpler, it is natural to use it as a prototype to model some aspects of BIG,
as in [38, 55]. But how much can the similarities be stretched? To quantify this, below we
rewrite the Fierz-Pauli action in a way that helps us compare with, and make sense of, the
BIG 4-dimensional e!ective action, to be derived in the next section.

As far as classical solutions are concerned, the action (6.3) is not unique. To find other
equivalent actions, use the relation between s and " · F̄ obtained from (6.5) to convert a part

15The presence of the ghost for a + b &= 0 can already be understood at the level of action (6.3) in terms of
the Stückelberg fields: the vector field F̄µ = F#

µ +&µ'F has an unhealthy kinetic term because (a+ b)(&µF̄ µ)2

leads to a 4-derivative term for the longitudinal mode 'F , resulting in ghost non-decoupling. For a + b = 0,
the 4-derivative term is eliminated. This provides an intuitive way of detecting the massive gravity ghost.

16The origin of vDVZ [31–33] discontinuity, that arises in the massless limit of ghost-free FP theory, is
manifest in this formulation: sending mh! ' 0, keeping ms = % fixed, does not recover the standard
massless solutions (3.18) as s remains zero and the theory does not couple to T µ

µ . The di"erence between
the two massless theories does not a"ect light for which T µ

µ = 0. But matter is a"ected di"erently and the
definitions of the Newton constant in the two theories di"er by a factor of 3/4. This shows up in comparing the
bending of light in the two cases. The discontinuity is avoided in the non-linear theory through the Vainshtein
e"ect [39, 40].
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of the s2 term into (" · F̄ )2 and s" · F̄ terms. This gives,

SFP = $B

4

!
d4x

$
h%µ!($! + a)h%

µ! +
3

8
s!s +

"a

4
+ b + w̄1

#
ss (6.8)

+4
"a

4
+ b + w̄2

#
" · F̄ s + a

,
"µF̄! $ "!F̄µ)2 + 4 (a + b + w̄3) ("µF̄µ)2

- %
,

where, w̄1s2 + 4w̄2" · F̄ s + 4w̄3(" · F̄ )2 = 0 should hold on the classical solution. The w̄’s
are further constrained by requiring that the above action leads to the correct equations of
motion for F̄µ and hµ! . The outcome is,

w̄3 =
a + b

a/4 + b
w̄2 , w̄2 =

a + b

a/4 + b
w̄1 . (6.9)

Thus we get a 1-parameter family of actions, in terms of gauge invariant variables, producing
the same equation of motion as the Fierz-Pauli theory.

A point to note is that, except for w̄1 = 0, these equivalent actions will look non-local
when expressed in terms of hµ! , with !#1-type non-localities arising from the projection
operators (A.1) in appendix A.

The particular choice w̄3 = $(a+ b) (implying w̄2 = $(a/4+ b)) decouples gravity from
F̄µ which become a free Abelian gauge field. The resulting action involves only h% and s
(corresponding to integrating out F̄µ),

SFP = $B

4

!
d4x

$
h%µ!($! + a)h%

µ! +
3

8
s

*
! +

a(a + 4b)

2(a + b)

+
s

%
. (6.10)

Note that, although the solutions (6.7) can be readily obtained from here, this choice of w̄3

is a singular limit of (6.8) in the sense that " · F becomes undetermined.17

When re-expressed in terms of hµ! , using projection operators of appendix A, this action
remains manifestly gauge invariant, with no dependence on Stückelberg fields and no sign of
symmetry breaking. But, as a trade o!, it will contain !#1-type non-localities arising from
projection operators. In this example, we know that these non-localities arise as a result
of integrating out the F̄µ and indicate the existence of a local formulation ((6.1 or (6.3)) in
which Stückelberg fields are needed to restore gauge invariance. The two cases are connected
by the interpolating action (6.8). This construction is useful for obtaining the 4-d e!ective

action in brane induced gravity where the above steps are traversed in the reverse order.

7 4-d e"ective action in BIG and broken gauge invariance

In order to better understand the 4-dimensional structure of BIG, we need an e!ective 4-
dimensional description of it. In this section we work out such an e!ective action by integrat-
ing out parts of the fields with support away form the brane as well as the extra components
of the metric. Then we construct an action containing the Stückelberg-like fields Fµ, based
on our understanding of massive gravity in the previous section.

This has implications for the origin of ghost and for the realization of the brane general
covariance as a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry: the Fµ or fµ (2.18) of BIG are closely
related to Stückelberg fields f̄µ in Fierz-Pauli theory (more precisely, f̄µ ! fµ + (Aµ) +

17This is obvious from the Fµ equation of motion for (6.8) which gives, 2(a+b+ w̄3)& ·F = "(a/4+b+ w̄2)s.
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1
2"µ(($))). Now, f̄µ restore gauge invariances broken by the FP mass terms and, hence,
can be interpreted as the Goldstone fields associated with the broken symmetry [51]. The
appearance of their analogues fµ in BIG is thus a manifestation of spontaneous breakdown
of 4-dimensional general covariance by the bulk-brane setup. In this sense, BIG provides a
realization of the gravitational Higgs mechanism.

7.1 4 -dimensional e"ective action in brane induced gravity

In this subsection we derive a 4-dimensional e!ective action for BIG by integrating out all
bulk related modes in the A and B terms of (2.1). The bulk field HMN(x||, x% $ y0) has

a part (H%)MN (x||), given by (2.10), that has support only on the brane. The remaining
part (HMN (x||, x% $ y0) has no support on the brane, i.e., ((HMN) = 0, and is given by
the decomposition,

HMN = (HMN +
P (x% $ y0)

Z
(H)MN , (7.1)

where, Z =
&

dnx% P 2 = (2+)n
&

dnq 'P 2. In terms of momentum space variables,

'HMN(k, q) = ( 'HMN(k, q) +
'P (q)

Z
( 'H)MN (k) . (7.2)

To determine the e!ective action on the brane, we eliminate, first, (HMN by using its equa-
tion of motion and then solve for (H)ij and (H)µj using the corresponding equations. This
leaves us with an e!ective action for (H)µ! or, equivalently, an action for the 4 -dimensional
brane variables h%

µ! , s, and Fµ.
To integrate out (HMN , start with the bulk action (2.6), with HMN given by the above

decomposition, and a Lagrange multiplier term implementing the condition ((H)MN = 0,

Sbulk
EH +

!
ddx(P(HMN)LMN (x||) . (7.3)

To insure gauge invariance, LMN must satisfy "M (PLMN ) = 0. The momentum space
equation of motion for the variation &HMN = &((HMN ) (with no brane support) is,

A

2

$
p2 'H%MN +

d $ 2

d

,
pMpN $ %MNp2

- 'S
%
$ 'LMN (k) 'P (q) = 0 . (7.4)

This can be easily solved for 'S and 'H%MN in terms of 'L = 'LM
M and 'LMN . Blurring the

solutions using (2.11) then determines 'L and 'LMN in terms of ('S) and ( 'H%)MN . Substituting
back in the solutions for 'S and 'H%MN gives (3.5) and ,

'H%MN =
'P

k2 + q2

1

( 'G)

0

$( 'H%)MN +
d $ 2

d

.
('g)MN

( 'G)
+

pMpN

k2 + q2

/

('S)
1

, (7.5)

where we have introduced (as a generalization of (3.8))

('g)MN = (2+)n
!

dnq
pMpN 'P 2(q)

(k2 + q2)2
. (7.6)
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Substituting this back in Sbulk
EH gives a 4-dimensional action for ( 'H%)MN and ('S) (the con-

tribution of the Lagrange multiplier term vanishes),

Sbulk,e!
EH

=(2+)4
A

4

!
d4k

1

( 'G)

0

( 'H!)MN ( 'H!)"MN $ (d$2)(d$1)

d2
('S)('S)"$ d$2

d

('g)MN

( 'G)
( 'H!)MN ('S)"

1

.

(7.7)

From this we can further eliminate ( 'H%)ij and ( 'H%)iµ by expressing them in terms of ('S) us-
ing the solutions of the (i, j) and (µ, j) components of (3.2) along with (3.5). Then, we express
( 'H%)µ! and ('S) in terms of 'h%

µ! , 's and 'Fµ using the surface equation (2.17) and its conse-

quences. Note that the equations used so far also determine 'Fµ in terms of 's (3.14), but leave

's and 'h% undetermined. Finally, adding Sbrane
EH [h] leads to the 4 -dimensional e!ective action,

Se# [h] = (2+)4
B

4

!
d4k

$*
$k2 +

A

B
( 'G)#1

+
'h%µ!'h%"

µ! +
3

8

*
k2 +

A

2B

d $ 2

d $ 5
( 'G)#1

+
's 's"

%
.

This gives the correct equation of motion with the correct solutions (3.15), (3.16). However,
it is not yet the final form of the e!ective action, as explained below.

The above action is the analogue of the Fierz-Pauli action in the form (6.10) which, as
argued there, is not its most natural (i.e., most local) form. In fact, the h%-terms in the two
actions can be mapped by replacing the FP mass parameter a as,

a ' 'a(k) = $A

B
( 'G)(k) . (7.8)

Naively, the s-terms too can be mapped by replacing the FP b parameter by 'a(k)/(d$6). But
that is not the correct comparison since it does not map the F̄µ solution of FP theory (6.5)
to the Fµ solution of BIG (3.14) (simply because the quantity U does not appear in the
map). In spite of this, the similarity between the BIG action (7.8) and the FP action in the
form (6.10), teaches us the following:

Recall that in the FP case, (6.10) was a singular limit of a 1-parameter family of ac-
tions (6.8), a generic member of which contained the FP Stückelberg fields F̄µ. The w̄1 = 0
member of this family was the original FP action (6.1) which was local when written in terms
of hµ! and f̄µ. However, the specific w̄1 choice that led to (6.10) decoupled F̄µ, so the cor-
responding solution could not be reproduced. Also this action had 1/k2-type non-localities
when expressed in terms of hµ! .

To compare, this also is the structure of the BIG e!ective action (7.8). It too does not
contain the worldvolume fields Fµ and, when expressed in terms of hµ! , will contains 1/k2-
type non-localities arising from the projection operators (A.1).18 We take this as an indication
that (7.8), too, is the singular limit of a 1-parameter family of actions that generically contain
the Fµ, beside the metric.

The fact that the replacements for a and b described above cannot map the F̄µ solution
to the Fµ solution means that the 1-parameter family to which the BIG e!ective action (7.8)
belongs cannot be obtained from the corresponding construct (6.8) in FP theory. In this
sense, the two 1-parameter families are not equivalent. The explicit construction of the BIG
1-parameter family is performed below and is then compared to the FP theory for a di!erent
choice of b.

18Of course, the action (7.8) also contains non-localities through the k-dependence of k2# eG$. But these arise
as a result of integrating out bulk modes and are not related to Stückelberg fields.
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7.2 A 1-parameter family of 4-d BIG e"ective actions

To reinstate the Fµ into the BIG e!ective action, let’s get back to equation (7.7). We again
eliminate the bulk tensors in favour of h%, s and Fµ, but now retain Fµ. Since the relation
between s and Fµ is already implicit in the equations employed, the outcome is not unique
and depends on the steps followed. Depending on the details, the resulting action may not
even lead to the correct equations of motion for hµ! and Fµ. But this can be corrected.
Indeed, a candidate action that one directly obtains in this way is,19

Sbulk,e!
EH

=(2+)4
A

4

!
d4k

0
1

( 'G)
'h!µ!'h!"

µ! +
U1

( 'G)
's's"+

2

( 'G)

"
k2 'F 2+(k · 'F )2

#
+i

U2

( 'G)

"
k · 'F "'s$k · 'F's"

#1

,

(7.9)

with,

U1 =
1

16

(d $ 2)2

(d $ 1)2(d $ 5)2

0

2(d $ 4)(2d $ 5) $ 9
d $ 1

d $ 2
$ 3 (d $ 7)

('g)
( 'G)

1

,

U2 =
1

4

(d $ 2)

(d $ 1)(d $ 5)

0

2(d $ 4) $ 3 $ 3
('g)
( 'G)

1

. (7.10)

This does not reproduce the correct equations of motion (after adding Sbrane
EH [h]), indicating

that the ambiguity between s and " · F terms has not yet been properly resolved. To cure
this, one can use the relation between s and " ·F in (3.14) to write an appropriate part of the
's"'s term in terms of k · 'F . As a shortcut, a simple inspection shows that the correct solution
'Fµ = $iU(kµ/4k2)'s can be obtained if U2 is, somehow, replaced by U given by (3.14). Hence,
the trick is to set U2 = U + &U2 and then convert the coe%cient of the &U2 piece to 's 's" form
using (3.14). This leads to an e!ective action containing Fµ that reproduces the correct
equations of motion,

Se# [h, F ] = Sbrane
EH [h] + (2+)4

A

4

!
d4k

0
1

( 'G)
'h%µ!'h%"

µ! +
1

4( 'G)

*
3

4

d $ 2

d $ 5
+ U2

+
's's"

+
2

( 'G)

"
k2 'F 2 + (k · 'F )2

#
+ i

U

( 'G)

"
k · 'F "'s $ k · 'F's"

#1

. (7.11)

But, as experience with FP theory shows, this action may not be unique in this respect.
Consider converting a part of the ss" term into ("F )2 and "Fs terms, thereby, shifting the
corresponding coe%cients by #1, #2 and #3 to (for convenience we use the notation (7.8)),

Se# [h, F ] = $(2+)4
B

4

!
d4k

$
(k2 + 'a)'h%µ!'h%"

µ! $
*

3

8
k2 $ 'a(

3

16

d $ 2

d $ 5
+

U2

4
+ w1)

+
's's"

+ i(U+w2)'a
"
k · 'F "'s$k · 'F's"

#
+'a(kµ

'F!$k!
'Fµ)2+'a(4+w3)(k · 'F )2

)
. (7.12)

Clearly, the modification is constrained by w1's's" + i w2(k · 'F "'s $ k · 'F's") + w3(k · 'F )2 = 0.
Then the equations of motion reproduce the correct solutions provided,

w3 =
4

U
w2 , w2 =

4

U
w1 . (7.13)

19We have rewritten kµk!# eH#$µ!#eS$ using the surface equation (2.17). Instead, writing kµk!# eH#$µ! =

#qiqj
eH#ij$ and using the second equation in (3.10) would have given a di"erent result.
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Hence, we have a 1-parameter family of correct BIG e!ective actions.

The Fµ equation of motion,

2k2 'Fµ + (2 + w3) kµ(k · 'F ) + i(U + w2)kµ's = 0 ,

gives the correct Fµ solution (3.14), except for w2 = $U (implying w3 = $4) which leads
again to the action (7.8). For this special value, "µ("µF! $ "!Fµ) = 0 and Fµ is pure gauge,
but otherwise undetermined. Hence, as expected, (7.8) arises as the singular limit of the
family (7.12). The the complete e!ective action, capable of determining all worldvolume
fields h%, s and F , should be a non-singular element of this family.

The above discussion also highlights a structural similarity between the BIG and FP
actions in the forms (7.12) and (6.8) which are inequivalent otherwise: the specific choices of
the parameters wi and w̄i that decouple Fµ and F̄µ, respectively, from gravity, also convert
the F ’s into free Maxwell fields. This, in particular, decouples the longitudinal mode of the
vector field which is ghost-like, thereby, transferring the ghost entirely to the gravity sector.
In this respect, the ghosts in BIG (for n > 1) and in FP theory (for a + b #= 0) have similar
origins, both being related to the survival of the gauge dependent components of the brane
metric (contained in Fµ).

7.3 Spontaneous breaking of 4-d gauge invariance

The discussion in the previous section shows that the correct BIG e!ective action is a non-
singular member of the family (7.12). The presence of Fµ in this action has the outcome that
gauge dependent components of the metric, aµ and ) (2.8), do not drop out of the action and
gauge invariance is maintained only through the compensating transformations of fµ. Thus,
the 4-dimensional gauge invariance of the theory, i.e., symmetry under &hµ! = $2"(µ(!),
which is manifest in the starting BIG action, is broken spontaneously in the e!ective 4-
dimensional theory, as signaled by the need for compensating transformations.

This e!ect can be traced to the fact that the process of integrating out non-brane
components of graviton, by partially solving the equations of motion, requires eliminating
gauge degrees of freedom through either explicit gauge fixing, or the use of gauge invariant
variables. In our approach, this is technically related to the necessity of using (2.17) in
relating gauge invariant bulk and brane variables. In other approaches, the same issue will
arise though it may be obscured by an explicit gauge fixing.

To make the spontaneously broken nature of the symmetry very explicit, we can write
the e!ective action in terms of the gauge non-invariant variables hµ! and fµ. A familiar
form is obtained by matching some terms of the BIG e!ective action (7.12) (by choosing an
appropriate w1) to the starting form of the FP action (6.3). For example, we can map the
coe%cients of the s2 and ("F )s terms to FP theory by choosing

w1 = $ 3

16

d $ 2

d $ 5

*
U

U + 2

+
$ U2

4
.

Then, in terms of

'a(k) = $A

B
( 'G)(k) , 'b(k) =

'a
4

*
3

2

d $ 2

d $ 5

1

U + 2
$ 1

+
,
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the BIG e!ective action takes a form very similar to the FP action, di!ering from it only in
the ("F )2 term. Finally, in terms hµ! and fµ, it becomes,

Se# [h, f ] = SEH[h] $ B

4

!
d4k

$
'a(k)

333'hµ! + 2ik(µ
'f!)

333
2
+'b(k)

333'hµ
µ + 2i kµ

'fµ
333
2

$2'b(k)
2U + 1

U

3333k · 'f +
1

6
'h $ 2

3

kµk!

k2
hµ!

3333
2 %

. (7.14)

The first line is an exact map from the FP theory. The second line shows the structural
di!erence between massive FP gravity and the BIG e!ective action for n > 1.

Finally, one may comment on the similarity of brane induced gravity with the gravita-
tional Higgs mechanism of ([35, 36]). In these works, in order to break general covariance,
one introduces 4 scalars fields )µ(!) = !µ + &)µ, with a Minkowski metric on the field space
(!µ denote 4 dimensional spacetime coordinates). These fields are very similar to our brane
embedding coordinates, xµ(!) = !µ +fµ which naturally come with a Minkowski metric (the
transverse fluctuations yi are not relevant). In this sense, BIG provides a natural realization

of Higgs mechanism in gravity.
Note that the presence of extra dimensions is crucial for this similarity to hold. The

reason is that, as discussed earlier, the fµ are non-trivial only for n > 0. It is interesting to
explore the connection between these two theories further.

8 Conclusions

Our results are summarized and discussed in detail in section 1. Here we summarize the main
conclusions. The existing classical solutions for bulk gravity sourced by a 3-brane tension are
not adequate for studying metric fluctuations on the brane. Hence we use the flat background
approximation but argue that the results also shed light on the curved background analysis.
In the flat approximation, brane induced gravity filters out a cosmological constant using
the mass of the unhealthy scalar mode. This mass is partly an artifact of the flat approxi-
mation and there is no real tachyon instability (in the sense of an unbounded Hamiltonian)
associated with it.

The presence of ghost in BIG is related to the phenomenologically interesting values
of parameters in the theory, corresponding to a very low graviton mass and e!ectively 4-
dimensional gravity on the brane (for example, there is no problem with the natural parameter
values in the string theory D-brane setups). For these parameter values avoiding the ghost
is di%cult even in a curved background sourced by " since our analysis can already probe
such backgrounds for small values of " and the problem is very similar to ghosts in ordinary
massive gravity. If this turns out to be the case, then BIG cannot be regarded as a viable
solution to the cosmological constant problem.

The only healthy exception would be a background that absorbs the cosmological con-
stant by curving directions transverse to the brane while leading to massless gravity on the
brane (#curved(0) = 0), if that is possible at all. This would avoid the ghost issue and lead to
a theory with filtered out " and modified massless gravity on the brane. The modifications
to gravity can be computed using the methods of section 3.3 and will have observable con-
sequences. However, verifying this possibility requires constructing brane classical solutions
that satisfy the equations of motion with the correct source terms. As indicated earlier,
finding such solutions is a generic problem in brane physics. At the moment, we cannot say
more on this possibility (however, see see footnote 3).
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Another conclusion is that, using gauge invariant variables, it is possible to keep track
of symmetries and explicitly show that, in the e!ective 4-dimensional gravity theory, gauge
dependent components of the metric do not decouple. This indicates a spontaneous breaking
of 4-dimensional general covariance as a consequence of the bulk-brane setup. This setup
generates the extra gauge invariant modes that contain the Stückelberg fields associated
with the spontaneous breakdown of symmetry. It provides a realization of the gravitational
Higgs mechanism.
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A Projection operators for gauge invariant variables

For a symmetric tensor HMN , its transverse part H $
MN satisfying "MH $

MN = 0 is given by

H $
MN = HMN $ !

#1
d

,
"M"LHLN + "N"LHML $ !

#1
d "M"N"L"KHLK

-

Then, the components in the decomposition (2.5) are given by (with H = HL
L ),

H%
MN = H $

MN $ 1

d$1

*
%MN $ "M"N

!d

+
H $ , S =

d

d$1

*
H $ "L"KHLK

!d

+
,

AN =
1

!d

*
"LHLN $ "N

"L"KHLK

!d

+
, $ =

d

d$1

*
"L"KHLK

!d!d
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$ 1

d$1

H

!d

(A.1)

The gauge transformation &HMN = $2"(M 'N) results from the variation of AM + 1
2"M$.

H%
MN and S are invariant except under a restricted class of transformation with !d'M = 0.

These become relevant when !dHMN = 0 which is not the case in brane induced gravity.
The energy-momentum tensor TMN can be decomposed in a similar way,

TMN = T%
MN + "MTN + "NTM + "M"NT+ +

1

d
%MNTs

The components in this expansion are given by expressions analogous to those for HMN in
terms of TMN and a T $

MN .
Generically, !dTMN #= 0. Then "MTMN = 0 implies T $

MN = TMN and other simpli-
fications. However, if !dTMN = 0, then !

#1
d "L"KTLK #= 0 and one should not use the

simplified equations. An example is the cosmological constant source T!
MN = %MN". Then,

the simplified equations do not hold, while using the complete projection operators one gets,
T!%

MN = T!
M = T!

+ = 0 and T!
s = d".
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